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J Manager's Column I 
Wi:th this issue, :Fourth. In

ternational changes from a 
monthly to a bimonthly pub
lication. Increasing financial 
difficulties have compelled us 
to make this retrenchment. 

* * * 
Although the United States 

is the wealthiest country on 
the 'globe, g'enuine Marxist 
publications in America have. 
never had an easy time from 
the monetary point of view. 
The political backwardness of 
,the American working class 
as a whole has limited the cir
culation to a relatively small 
vanguard up to now. 

* * * 
Lacking the support of hig'h

paying advel~tisers and money-
\ ed interests such as the pro
stitute capitalist press enjoys, 
Fourth International has al
ways depended for its suppoi·t 
on workers W!lO' thoroughly 
understand the nee d for a 
Marxist theoeretical' magazine. 
These supporters are often in
fluential in the labor move
ment but they are not exactly 
well-heeled in the way of 
funds. 

* * * 
Over the years, these inform

ed politically-minded workers 
who stand behind Fourth In
ternational have managed to 
keep the magazine afl'Oat and 
to extend its influence until to
day it is widely recognized as 
the voice of genuine Marxism 
in America. 

* * * 
However costs have risen 

faster than circulation. We had 
to make a retreat. We hope 
that the financial squeeze will 
be broken in the not distant 
future and that we will then 
be 'able to resume publication 
on a monthly basis. 

* * * 
Leon Trotsl{y long ago fore

saw a stormy political develop
ment ahead for th~ American 
w~rking class. Sooner or later 
the decline of capitalism, he 

"predicled, would force the dy
namic American working class 

"to turn to politics to find the 
oAly pos;ible solution to their 
-ecollolllic U1lU ~ocial problems. 
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When that time comes, Trot
sky was convinced, America 
will witness a tremendous 
growth in the popularity of 
Marxist thought. In his opin
ion the works of Karl Marx, 
for example, will yet become 
"best sellers" in the United 
States. 

* * * 
This con~ing development 

also signifies a bright future 
for a publication like Fourth 
International which approaches 
the great events of our time 
and the seemingly insupera
ble difficulties f a c i n g the 
working people with the high
precision too I s of Marxist 
thought. 

* * * 
, We confidently expect that 

,,~c will 110t have long to wait 
for verification of Trotsky's 
prediction. On the campu'ses 
we already note 'a growing in
terest in Marxism. The work
ing class, fac~d with a deep
ening economic crisis; with the 
growing t h rea t of' another 
world war that can mean the 
'Ullllihi!atlou'· of hUlllanity, will 

surely outstrip all other sec
tions of the population in ris
ing to full consciousness of 
the ,historic tasks that must 
be carried out to open up the 
new socialist era of peace and. 
boundless pient,Y. 

* * * 
Meanwhile we appeal once 

again to our loyal ,supporters' 
to do everything possible to 
spread the Fourth Internation
al and widen its circle of'read
ers. What is done' now will pay 
off ten and a hundredfold 'at 
a later stage. Let's do every
thing we can to help., speed the 
political development of the 
American working class. 

* * * 
We pass on to our readers 

a letter we vei'y much appre
ciated from C. S. of Detroit 
which accompanied his renew
al to The Militant and Fourth 
International. "Both my wife 
and I were careful to check 
when we would have to renew 
this 'subscription," he writes, 
"for we both realize how va
luable you)." paper and niagu· 

:zine are to anyone who 'wants 
to find out the truth about to
day's happenings. Not only do 
we appreciate and applaud 
your c~verage of the news but 
we also look forward to read
ing your analysis of these 
events'." 

* * 't 
The well-known lecturer an'd 

writer, Scott: Nearing of Jam
aica, Vermont, commented 
briefly upon renewing his sub
scription to Fourth Internation
al: "You spend too much ink 
and paper opposing Stl:llinism. 
If he is such a bad egg, why 
advertise him? Is Stalin ( cJr 
the Politburo) the real en
emy?" , 

* * * 
To which we' reply: The 

real enemy is the whole bu
reaucracy and its for e i g n 
agents who are devouring the 
conquests of the Bolshevik 
revolution. As for advertising 
Stalin, he appears to be doing 
a job with the blood-stained 
police regime 'he heads that 
would be little furbished by 
'our comments. Our feeling is 
that it is as difficult to stamp 
out Stalinism as' it is syphilis 
~ithout naming the disease. 

TO 

The 
Militant 

America's ,Foremost 

Worke'rs' Weekly 

~ewspaper 

• 
$2 per year; 

$1 for 6 mont'hs 
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A Chinese Trotskyist Reports: 

China: All Aborted Revolution 
By C. L. LIU 

Editor's Note: The writer of this article is a veteran Chinese 
Trotskyist, prominent in the leadership of the Revolutionary 
Communist Party, Chinese section of the Fourth International. 
He spent several years in a Kuomintang prison where all the 
efforts of his jailers, including physical tOI'ture, failed to break 
his devotion to thE' revolutionary Btl'uggle of the oppressed. 
He Wl'ote the following article in the Portug'uese if,land colony 
of Macao) off the south coaRt of China, late last Oetohel', 
having just left Canton on the eve of the capture of' that great 
south China city by the Stalinh;tR. 1'he artiele eontain:.; con
siderable information add.1Uonal to that in the artiele on China 
which appeared in the December, 194H issue of .Fourth Int.er
national and affords valuable insight into developments under 
the regime of Mao Tse-tung. 

Now that the new Stalinist masters of China are settling 
down to the task of consolidating their rule, it is im
portant to take note of the centrifugal forces already at 
work in the direction of undermining their power.Sbtne 
bourgeois commentators have elected to see in the trans
ference of power from the Kuomintang to the Communist 
Party a finished "social revolution." This thoroughly super
ficial and completely false evaluation of events takes no 
account of the popular opposition to Stalinist rule which 
has developed concomitantly with the "Red" military 
victory. It ignores, too, the fact that the Stalinist program 
itself is dedicated to the protection and preservation of 
capitalist property relations. 

A Marxist appraisal of the situation, based on funda~ 
mental class considerations, can be condensed in the·, 
following formula: The liquidation of the Kuomintang 
regime and the advent to ·power of the Stalinists repre
sents the 'Completion of one stage in the third Chinese 
revolution. Social forces Jlready at work are preparing the 
next stages, which will bring the Chinese working class 
to the fore as a unifying force leading all the oppressed 
toward the establishment of a socialist dktatorship of thE' 
proletariat. 

Peaasant Opposition to SI.alillisLs 

Peasant opposition to Stalinist rule IS no longer a 
Secret. It is all the more significant when it is remem
bered that land reform--"liberation of the peasants"-was 
the principal axis of the Stalinist program. The first ink
ling of peasant opposition was a report in a Kuomintang 
newspaper stating that a peasant uprising \vas in progress 
in the Kiangsu-Anhwei border region, -close to Shanghai 

and Nanking. The fighting slogan of the insurgents was: 
"Uproot the Kuomintang! Fight against the Communists!" 
Reports of other uprisings followed in quick succession. 

Because of distortion and exaggeration, there was at 
first a tendency to ignore these reports, especially in view 
ot their tainted source. But news finds its way and soon 
it became plain that the reported peasant uprisings against 
the Stalinists were not pure inventions of the discredited 
Kuomintang clique. At first, the Stalinisg maintained 
silence. Finally, the Stalinist New China News Agency 
broadcasted an official report to the effect that uprisings 
were taking place. 

Kuomintang press dispatches placed the strongest cen
ter of peasant rebellion in the Honan-Anhwei border re
gion. In the province of Honan alone, we were told, some 
300,000 peasants had tak(;n up arms against the Stalinist 
rulers under the banner of the mystical Red Pearl So
ciety, one of the more outstanding of the traditional sec
ret 'societies of the Chinese peasantry. In Anhwei and 
Kiangsu provinces 100,000 peasants were reported in rebel
lIon. Smaller guerrilla forces fighting StalJnist rule had 
appeared in eastern Shansi, H upeh, Shantung, Chekiang 
2nd Kiangsi provinces. These forces had occupied old 
military bases abandoned by the Stalinists. 

According to a Kuomintang spokesman, between 800.000 
and one million peasants \vere in active revolt against 
Stalinist rule. Again allowing for exaggeration, there 
was pointed confirmation in a New China News Agency 
report from Htlllan province ,dated Agust 20", 1949, which 
stated: 

gver-ywhere we are making' great progress in the work 
of exterminating bandits in Central China. In Hunan prov
ince, during the past year, about 38,700 bandits were 
killed, wounded, captured alive or forced to surrender. In 
Hupeh province, during' the three months of .May, June and 
July, the total number of bandits exterminated was more 
thall 12,.0010 .•• In Taiwo and the northea!';tern part of 
Kiangsi provinc~, within three months, about 5,300 bandits 
were exterminated. Of these, about 3,300 put down their 
arms •.• 

It is instructive to note that the Stalinists have taken 
over, without amendment, the terminology of the Chiang 
Kai-shek gang in referring to rebellious peasants. They are 
"bandits." The components of the insurgent forces, ac· 
cording to Kuomintang sources (the Stalinists give us no 
information) are: (I) peasants and dispersed soldiers; (2) 
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local gentry and officials; (3) students disillusioned with 
Stali~ism who have deserted from the C.P. camp; (4) the 
local Min Tuan (armed thugs employed by the landlords) 
~md Self-Defense Corps members who did not submit to 
the new regime; (5) dissatisfied Stalinist guerrillas. 

Because of ne\vs censorship, exercised as stringently by 
the Stalinists as it was previously by the Kuomintang, we 
can learn but little of the political physiognomy of the 
new peasant uprisings. The multitudes who have again 
taken up arms 'lre just "b~U1dits." And ,the Stalinist news
hounds seldom fail to add that: they are "agents of th(' 
Kuomintang" and of U.S. imperialism. 

The unexpected flare-up of a new peasant war has of 
course awakened new hope in the dying camp of the Kuo
mi,ntang. Yet the rebellion of the South China peasants 
is certainly not occasidned by any desire to restore the 
hated rule of Chiang Kai-shek. Rather it is directed 
against the gross betrayal of the interests of the rural 
massos by the new Stalinist rulers of the country. Of this 
\ve shall have more to say later, w.hen we deal with the 
Stalinist agrarian program as' it has be~n carried out in 
reality-a progranl which raised high hopes now dashed 
to the ground in bitter disappointment. 

Finding 3' Scapegoat 
The widespread character of the peasant opposition has 

ot course occasioned alarm in the Stalinist camp. The top 
Stalinist leadership naturally ad,mits no error, no betrayal 
of the interests of the rural masses. If there is blame to be 
apportioned, let it fall on the heads of "local leaders" and 
"political workers" who have "lost tbeir class alertness." 
And In \vhat did this loss of alertness consist? In failure 
to act in the interests of the people? By no means. The 
Stalinist conllnissars, it seems, "paid no attention to tbe 
timely extermination of bandits." Which, interpreted, means 
that they faile.d to crack down hard on anyone who mani
iested opposition to the rotten policies' handed down from 
the heights occupied by Mao Tse-tung and his clique. 

But there was a problem: lIow to handle the grow
mg rebellion? The'Stalinist high command set up a special 
headquarters for "bandit extermination." Part of the 
reglilar field tlrmy was reorgani~ed into local 'police corps. 
(Under Chiang Kai-shek they were called bandit sup
pression corps.) But Mao,Tse-tung & Co. understood that 
brutal ::iuppression alone could not halt the spreading fire 
of peasant opposition. On July 7, 19-+9, the birthday anni
\'crsary of the Chinese Communist Party, Lin Piao, army 
commander and top Stalinist commissar in Central China, 
i~wcd a directive to the party membership, emphasizing 
the serious situation in the countryside. 

Power in the village, the directive pointed out, still rests 
in the hands of the landlords and local militarists. The 
peasants are. neglected and abandoned to terrible conditions 
of living. "Our cadres," Lin said (meaning the local Sta
linist functionades) have become "content witb city life." 
They consider they have earned a right to rest and com
fort. They prefer to live in the industrial cent~rs rather 
th~n in the grimy, ,grubby countrysiJe. "Tbat is tJ great 

mistake.'.' Command: "All cadres must prepare to return 
to work in tbe countryside.'; 

The cadres evidently resisted reorganization into local 
police corps in Hunan, province-the only area about 
which we have more or less definite information. Perhaps 
they shraonk from throwing themselves into military oppo
sition to the peasants. Or they may also have been mo
tivatec!; in part, by the lure of the comfortable city life. 
At all events, their passive opposition called forth a new 
directive. The Hunan CP on Sept. 5, 1949 issued "Instruc
tions Regarding \Vork," of which the following is the core: 

Unwillingness to be reassigned to local poii.\.:~ corps or 
to engage in minor campaigns for the' extermination of 
bandits is contrary to the need for developing the revolu
tion and harmful for the realization of the immediate tasks 
of the party' and the final victory on a national scale. Any 
idea of sitting down to enjoy the crop~, waiting idly, is 
incorrect. Notions of resting lin a pleasant place, reluc
tance to work in wild and lonely mountaip regions, yearn
ing for a comfol·table ,home life in the' city-thes~ are 
individualist ideas which do harm to our immediate plans 
and cause isolation from the masses. We must be vigilant 
and overcome this retl'ogressive, tendency. 

Applicatif' .... of the Land Policy 
As can be seen quite plainly, the blame for aU evils is 

placed by the Stalinist tops on the sins of the lower cadres, 
which is in gccord with the time-honored practice of the 
Moscow mentors of Mao Tse-tung & Co. But how did 
it come to pass that pO\ver in the villages continued' to 
rest in the hands of the landlords and local militarists in 
<l.reas which were supposed to have been "liberated" from 
their rule? I n the answer to this 'seeming political riddle 
\ve shall discove~ the real causes for the new upsurgt:s of 
peasant rebellion. Involved here are not just minor admi
nistrative mistakes of the lower functionaries on the pro
vincial or district level. \Vhat is involved is the Stalinist 
l~nd policy itself. \Vhen the new ""liberators" overran the 
southern part of China, the program of agrarian reform as 
it had been applied earlier in the north was given a sharp 
twist to the right. The old land relationships were left 
virtually intact. from a policy of reliance on the village 
poor, the Stalinists, once national power was within their 
grasp, began morc actively to carry out their avowed policy 
of collaborgtion with the exploiting classes. Collaboration 
with the capitalists necessarily means collaboration with 
the landlords, too, for the two are closely tied together by 
illnumerable economic and social threads. 

In North China . 0 • 

ItI' North China. referred to in Stalinist documents as 
the "old and semi-old liberated areas," and comprising all 
territory north of the Yellow River, the redistribution of 
bnd ~llnong the peasailts was more or less seriously carried 
out. Yet even here there is considerable dissatisfaction. 
Three zones were designated in this vast area, in each of 
which the land program was applied differently. A study 
cf Stalinist documents on the subject, from which we shall 
quote in part, show how matters have gone in each of the 
three,lones. 
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ZON E A: I-Jere there "still exist a small segment of 
bndlords- and kulaks who possess more and better land ... 
Many cadres among the political workers ~ossess more and 
better, land ... The new ~lass of kulaks has grown to a 
point where it surpasses in numbers the old kulaks. Their 
landholdings on the average are double those of the poor 
pcasant~ and laborers ... The poor p~asants and land 
laborers have become a minority, about 10 to 40 per cent 
uf . the whole rural population ... In this area there is 
no longer any need for land redistribution." Stalinist agri- . 
cultutal statisticians make no effort to explain the strange 
fact that the number of poor peasants and laborers de
creases wl;ile the new class of kulaks incfeascs. 

ZON E B: In this area "the number of landlords and 
old kul<:iks surpasses' thos~ in Zone A and ahpe>st <:ill of 
them still possess more and better land. Many of the cadres 
(read party members) po~sess more and bett~r land. The 
number of new kulaks is small. The number of middle,peas
ants is about 20 te> 40 per cent of the rural population ... 
Their average landholding is generally double that of the 
poor peasants and agricultural labor~rs. The latter still 
number about 50 to 70 per cent of the population. The 
majority of them ,He not yet liberat~d ... \V~ .should con
sieler that in this area the distribution has been carried out 
generally but not thoroughly." 

ZON E c: Here "the land has not yet ,been distributed 
A great part still remains in the hands of the landlords 

and old kulaks. The poor peasants are still the maJority 
and their landholdings are insufficiet1t." 

[n North China, as we cali. sec, the land reform has 
been carried out unevenly. Land hunger is still far from 
being appeased. And, as the foregoing excerpts from 
~talinist reports show, a new c16ss of "kulaks" among 
whom are included the hordes of party "cadres," has sprung 
into being. Thus, while supposedly tackling the land pro
blem in a fundamental way, the Stalinist program has 
created the gr'Oundwork for a restoration of all the old 
'inequalities against which the peasants rose in rebellion. 

111 South China •.• 
In South China ... (th~ "ne\vly-liberated areas"), on the 

other hand, there has been a cynical betrayal of the pea
sants' demJ,nds. For the program of land redivision insti
tuted in the North there was substituted by decree an al
ternative program calling merely for' reduction of land 
icnts and interest rates. In other words, there is no pre
tl:nsc of expropriating the landlords in order to provide 
l:lIlcl for tHe landless. 

This right turn wa~ made under the official claim 
that it was necessary "to consolidate all strata of the Chi
I:cse people and eliminate all unnecessary' obstacles to the 
establishment of the broadest anti-American and anti-Kuo
lr:intang united front in o'rder to achieve complete victory 
in the people's liberating war." Here we encounter :()~lce 
again the classic formula of People's Frontism as 'opposed 
to the policy of class struggle. 

To any one acq~l<J.iJ)t~9 wjth thestructu.re of China's 

economy and the history of the Fountry .C)v~.r the P(;lst ha_If· 
century, the abandonment of land reform in South China 
represents a monstrous crime. For it is precisely in the South 
China provinces that the plunderings of the landlords assum
ed the. greatest proportibns and land hunger is greatest. 
South China' has been a furnace of peasant uprisings 
throughout modern history. The pe~sant movement led 
by M'ao Tse-tung was itself born inHun~n. And now, after 
many y~ars of struggle, Mao returns to his native province, 
110 longer as the pioneer Je~der of. the peasan t LI prising, 
but as a prodigal son of the landowners! 

H i~torical expf;!ri~nce in abl,mdanc~ testifies to the 
fa<,:t th.at when power and the Jand, inseparaQly linked, r~
main in the hands of the la_ndlo.rds, ~ll talk about re4ucjn~ 
rent ;ll1d interest is a cruel deception. One way or another 
the landlord always sllcceeds in .tak.ing b.ack fro_m the pea
sants anything he may.,be forced to concede by means of 
such "reforms." For the peasants of South China the 
Stalinist "liberation" has brought more staggering burdens 
than ever before. Not only are they still enslaved to the 
landlords, bilt their "'People's Government" saddles them 
with requisitions of food and manpower. They must carry 
the burden of feeding the urban popolation and the swollen 
armies of Mao Tse-tung. The pea'sant is striking back 
as 'he always has done throughout history when his lot 
becomes intolerable. Yesterday he took up arms against 
the Kuomintang. Now he goes to battle against his false 
"Cornmunist" liberators. 

What Happened iu the Citict!! 
So much for the situation in the countryside. What 

about the urban c~nters and the industrial working class? 
Mao Tse-tung C'ime to Shanghai as a Messiah. To the 
\vor~ers he represented himself as their spokesman and 
defender in the coalition government-to-be. In reality, he 
said, they were now the masters of the country. But at 
the s.ame time he turned politely to the bourgeoisie with 
the assurance that their' properties would be protected and 
that they would be given every opportunity to . develop 
their enterprises. ((A reasonable pro/it," a high Stalinist 
'official told the worried capitalists, "is not exploitation." 
I Ie promised that production would continue' smoothly 
under "a reasonable regime 0/ barmonious cooperation be
tween capital and labor." 

The workers took their supposed "liberation" much 
more seriously, as a signal to free themselves from ini
quitous exploitation. Strikes marked by the boldest de
mands took place. The workers succeeded in establishing 
the price of rice, their staple food, as the basic measu're 
of wages. In some ,inst<:inces they laid rough h~nds on 
factory administration. The capitalists complaineq ~.nd 
their flood of grievances quickly reached the ~ensitive ears 
of the new rulers. I n some instances the capitalists closed 
down the factories rather than concede workers' just de
mands. Unemployment increased rapidly. Infhition added 
to the miseries of the poor. Attempts by the Stalinists to 
blame everything on KUQmintang saboteurs and Amer
ican imperialism were not convincing. In this menacing 
situation the Stalinists wcr'e obliged to act. Tru~ to color, 
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they acted not against the capitalists but against the workers. 
Compulsory arbitration of all labor disputes by the 

Labor Bureau of the Shanghai Mlmicipal Government was 
decreed. Lin Piao, the Stalinist commander, declared that 
all conflicts between capita) and labor must be eliminated 
in order to "promote the prosperity of urban industry and 
commerce." \Vorkers were coerced into taking wage-cuts 
and lengthened working hours. To cope with the growing 
unemployment, a decree of compulsory evacuation wa~ 
hsued which called for removing three million, or two
thirds, of the Shanghai population out of the city. The 
attempts to execute this decree met fierce resistance. Shang
hai's population had been swelled by poverty-stricken 
people from the countryside who hoped to find means of 
survival in the city. Lin Piao's "solution" for their plight 
was to dump them back in the countryside again. 

While attempting to thin out the population by forcible 
evacuation measures, the new rulers also decreed a plan 
for thinning out industry. The pretexts for this were 
various and unconvincing. The most likely explanation 
is that the Stalinists, fearing future working-class opposi
tion and revolt, want to thin out the proletariat of this 
largest of Chinese cities and thus reduce its effectiveness as 
a class force. At all events, several smaller factories were 
forced to _dismantle and move. Owners of the larger plants, 
together with the workers, objected to their plants being 
moved. 

An order was issued to the Sun Sun Textile Factory 
No.9 to dismantle and move to Manchuria. Workers bar
ricaded themselves in the plant to' resist. Troops of the 
Stalinist "liberating" army were sent to carry out' the 
order. A bloody clash ensued in which 10 workers were 
killed or wounded and three soldiers killed. There was 
irony in this incident, for only a year previously, before 
Shanghai's "liberation," the Stalinist leadership in this 
same plant had provoked a bloody clash between strikers 
and Kuomintang police! We may be sure that this lesson" 
showing up the true character of the Stalinists, was not 
lost on the Shanghai proletariat with its lengthy tradition 
of class struggle and revolution. 

The New Coalition Gov't 

On October I, 1949 the Stalinists formal1y proclaimed 
the establishment of the Chinese People's Democratic Re
public. Everything was arranged in advance by a hand
picked Political Consultative Conference, that is, behind 
the backs of the masses whom the new government is sup
posed to represent. The new government power' is a 
"coalition" of the People's Front variety in which the 
Stalinists have joined hands with the bourgeoisie and 
petty-bourgeoisie represented by the Revolutionary Kuo
mintang and the' Democratic League. Abandonment of 
the land reform in South China was part of the price 
Mao Tse-tung paid for securing the cooperation of these 
elements. The Democratic League is a varied assortment 
of groups and individuals-professors, petty politicians, 
professional negotiators and defeated generals-who speak 
for no one but themselves. . 

The more substantial partner in the coalition is the 
Revolutionary Kuomintang, led by the Cantonese ex
warlord Li Chi-sen. It is around this new party that im
portant elements of the bourgeoisie rallied 'as they scurried 
away from Chiang Kai-shek's sinking ship of state. The 
Revolutionary Kuomintang is the new political axis. of 
the exploiting classes, the wide.open gateway through which 
they jostled into the safe haven, of the new "People's Re
public." Through it they hope to restore the damage. 
10 their fortunes and, in due time, get bac~ into thepo1it~ 
ical saddle. 

SOllie of Mao's Allies 
A brief glance at the political biographies of some of 

the leading lights in the new government will enable us to 
appreciate the class charader of the Revolutionary Kuo
mintang and the infamous composition of the new gov
ernment. 

Li Chi~sel1: Cantonese' warlord and Kuomintang gen
eral \vho lost his position twenty years ago as' the result 
of an abortive p.alace plot again~t Chiang Kai·shek. Noto
rious as the butcher of the Canton' commune in -December, 
1927. Now sits 'alongside Mao Tse-tung as one ~f the six 
vice-chairmen of the' "People's. Government." 

General Chen Chien: Old-time Hunan warlord and 
Kuomintang satrap. Conducted mass slaughters of work
ersin Wuhan (Hankow) and peasants in Hunan province 
in 1927. Now heads the Hunan "People's Provincial Gov
ernment" and is a member of the National" MilitarY- Com
mittee headed by Mao' Tse-tung. The General's partners 
in the crimes of Wuhan and Hunan, Tung Hsing-tze, cOIll-

.. mands a detachment of the ."Liberating Army" in southern 
I-hmary at, this writing., 

Wong Yuan-pei: Careerist politician ill li,~ r .... ~1:1 ;O)lary 
pre-1927 government in Peking. "Elected" to the Central 
Committee of the "People's Government" and one of the 
vice-pre,sidents in the new cabinet. 

Cbiang Lan: Supporter of the imperial dictator Yuan 
Shih-kai in 1914. Now vice-chairman of the ','People's 
Government" alongside Mao Tse-tung. 

Generals Lung }'un (ex-warlord of Yunnan province), 
Chen Ming-sh~, Tsai Ting-kai, Fu Tso-yi, Chiang Chi. 
chuYlig: All old-time militarists who played prominent roles 
in the various Kuomintang campaigns against the Com
munists after 1927. Now members of Mao Tse-tung's Na
tional Military Committee. 

New Crisis Developing 
Under the new regime, the contradictions and conflicts 

of Chinese society, far from being mitigated, will inevitably 
become more acute. The new regime can be no more stable 
than the relationship of classes. 'Because the needs and 
(I~pirations of the masses have not been satisfied, nor a 
foundation laid for their satisfaction, the class struggle will 
continue.! This struggle has both national and inter
national aspects. 

South China, where land reform has been abandoned 
and where the real power continues to reside with the 
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landlords and capitalists; furnishes a counter-balance to 
the North, where a more or less radi2al land reform has 
been accomplished. It is the North which Stalin seeks to 
convert into a defelisive bastion on the eastern borders 
of the Soviet Union. That is why Peiping. rather than 
Shanghai or· Nanking, "was chosen as the seat· of the new 
l1atiOllal' government. 

\Vhell··$ocial crisis i'ears its head the stability of the 
I'lrw regime '\'ill b'e threatened. In the sphere of inter
l1ational relatiollsit will be the same. Today, the bour
geois representatives in the coalition join in the Stalinist 
chorus against American imperialism, But the material 
basis is decisive. Capitalist and 1alH.!lord I property, sanc
til ied by the Stalinists, inevitably proje,cts South China 
toward the orbit of ' imperialism The bourgeoi~ spokesmen 

in the coalition will function more and more openly, as 
the situation develops, as tr'ansmitters of the pressure of 
the capitalist world in the "Vest. In carrying out his plans 
Jor economic recovery, Mao, will encounter only disappoint
ment in his dealings with the Kremlin. The imperialists 
will capitalize on this disappointment, as they did with 
Tito, and do everything they can to' push Mao toward a 
wtstward orientation. ' 

.At present, in order to blackmail the American im
perialists, Mao pays ostentatiolls court to the Kremlin. 
In order to win complete power by a short cut, he com
promises with the bourgeoisie at the expense of the peasants 
and worker.s. Thus is the way being paved for new internal 
and international upheavals. 

Macao, October 20, 1949. 

Indonesia's ~~Independence" 
By T. V AN PER KOLK 

The Housc of Rq)resentatives of. the N~therlands and 
theK.N .J.P. (Indonesian Provisional t~epublic~lI1 Parlia
ment at, Jokjakarta), have accepted the decisions of the 
I-Jague Conference. In the Netherlands, representatives of 
the right-wing organization and the Stalinists voted against 
ratifying the agreement. At Jokakarta the Partai. Murba 
(the Proletarian Party founded by Tan Malakka) and the 
Il.1donesian CP (Stalinist) as well as a certain number of 
oth~r Deputies. who bro.ke party discipline, voted against 
~Icceptance of the Hague agreen1.ent. The Socialists cast 
blank ballots. 

In' order to understand th~ meaning of the agreements 
it is necessary to mention that the Minister of Justice of the 
1I1donesian Repllblic declared to the K.N.I.P. that his 
(~overninelit will prosecut~ all those implicated in the Com
munist uprising of September 1948. The crinlinal Stalinist 
<1dvcnture in the putsch of Madioen had already consider
'1bly weakencd' the workers' movement. The Indonesian" 
bourgeoisie is now exploiting this situation to the full 
"gainst all proletarian militants. A comparison is in order 
here bctween the present agreement alld the one concluded 
two years ago between - the Indonesian bou rgeoisie and 
Dutch imperialism at the end of the first colonial war. 
That 'agreement, 'vas immediately followed by a declat"a
tion of Prime Minister Sjarifuddun on the prosecution of 
Tan Malakka. 

A Few Puges froll} llistory 
The I-Iaguc agreement will most certainly be followed 

by suppressIon,urthe workers' 1ll0v"'cmcnL But the I ndo
'llesian bourgeoisie, .0.11· ,vhich the Hatta-Soekarno regilllc 
I ests, does 11Ot' represent an important force by virtue of 
its position in the economy of the country., Prior to the 
Ja.panese .. invasion there wa.s_ no native capita'l outside of 
commercial or usury capital, and even that -was, mostly in 
Chinese or Arab hands. After the. J apa~ese invasion the 
rising native . bourgeoisie began to. establish some enter. 

prises; but under the conditions of war. and revolutiorl 
this could only be done' on a relatively restricted scale. 

The economic position of the Indonesian' bourgeoisie 
was absolutely inadequate as a base for a leading political 
role of the Hattas and Soekarnos. Clearly aware of th~ re
lationship of social forces, the Hattas and Soekarnos are 
-really republicans in spite of themselves. Two character
istic incidents illustrate this fact. . 

On August' 17, 1945 Soekarno and I'latta issued a very 
moderate and vague proclamation' announcing the estab
lishment of the Indonesian -RepUblic. They summoned the 
masses to a meeting where the proclamation was to be an
nounced. Leaflets calling the meeting were distributed by 
the Pemudas (groups of young nationalists who had some 
military training under the Japanese). The Japanese 
authorities, who acting on an Allied Mandate to maintain 
order prohibited the meeting and deployed machiile-gun 
c1etacl~ments at the gathering place. Soekarno retreated at 
Ol~CC. He- had new leaflets printed announcing that the 
meeting would nQt be held because of the b~ll1. The Penludas 
crossed out the phrase calling off the- meeting; and despite 
till: prcsen,ce of detachment~ of .J ~lpanese machine-gunners, 
~1, great crowd gathered at the indicated place. Groups of 
P(;mudas went to the homes of Soekarno and I-latta and 
forced them to come and speak. Thus was the Indonesiali 
r~cpLlblic proclaimed. 

In December 1948 Dutch parachutists occupied Jok
j:tkarta. the Republican capital. \Vhilc resistance was be
ing organ izcd which later infl ictcJmilitary defeat upon 
Dutch .. impcrialism----a defeat obscured by. the, intcrven:
tion of the, UN-I-latta and Soekarno allowed themseh-cS 
to be atTested in their hOll1CS. They were deported and' 
interne,d outside the territory of the Republic. on the, is
land of Banka. The eyes of the .entire world ,vere fixed OQ 

them. J)id they show 'by a hunger strike or even by pa,ssive 
Tlsistance that they desired to support the, struggle of the 
l~boring masses? Their only action \V,lS to notcthe, gopd 
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treatment and excellent food they were receiving from the 
imperialists while a bloody partisan struggle was raging 
on the islands of Java and Sumatra. 

Tho Hole of Anlerican Inlperialisnl 
') 'he prosperity and independence of Dutch imperialism 

were based exclusively on the exploitation of colonial 
pos~l'ssions sixty times the size of its metropolitan ter
ritoly---that is, of an empire as vast as all of Europe west 
of I he iron curtain. This empire was threatened with ex
tinction when in June 1948 an enterprising American busi
rles~man, Matthew Fox, obtained from the Republican 
Government the exclusive right to sell all export. products 
of tl:e principal islands of Java and Sumatra. The Truman 
adm inistration denounced the monopoly character of the 
Fox Agreement. Dutch imperialism on its side, viewing 
all export -products as the property of the Dutch planta
tions imposed a rigid blockade over the whole territory of 
the· Republic. But the Fox agreement remained in force 
~nd the promulgation of the famous "Point Four" of the 
i'ruman program (the development of backward regions 
by investment of American capital) was a direct threat to 
the dominant position of Dutch imperialism in the East 
Indies. 

Thus the colonial war launched by 'the 'Dutch bour
geoisie in December 1948 was not directed only against 
the Indonesian revolution. It was also a revolt of Dutch 
colonial capital against the dollar. Due to the action of the 
UN and its commission for Indollesia, under the unchal
lenged leadership of the American, Merle Cochran, Soekarno 
and H atta were brought back from their temporary exile 
to the capital. And at the same t~me the UN avoided tpe 
oc:cupation of Jokjakarta by the partisans. 

The Hague agreement thus clearly bears the trade .. 
mark:. Made in USA. For this very reason, Palar, the In
donesian delegate at Lake Success, refused to issue a joint 
declaration with the Dutch delegation on the satisfactory 
character of this agreement. I ndonesia, he said, had not 
concluded any pact but that one had been imposed upon 
her. And he immediately clarified his statement by em
phasizing that Indonesia did not need the Amsterdam 
stock exchange to act as intermediary ,for trade' a:gree
ments with the rest of the world, adding that he had in
vited American capital to make substantial investments 
in his country. 

On his side, Netherland's Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Stikker, also a beer exporter, explained the nature of the 
pressure American imperialism had br~)lJght to bear on 
his government. It had been continually threatened with. 
suspension of Marshall Plan aid to the Netherlands while 
Marshall aid to Indonesia had actually been su~pended. 
A US boycott of Dutch shipping was averted only through 
the intervention of a secretary of the Dutch trade union 
movement who explained his government's "motives" to 
American trade union leaders. 

The president of the Dutch Labor Party, Vorrink, con
tributed his share in improving the international position 
of Ithis" country by flying to Oslo· to explain to the Nor
wegian Social Democratic Government, a new member of 

the Security Council, the legitimacy of its national colo
nialism. 

Minister Stikker thus disclosed the special character 
of social democratic internationalism which will undoubt
edly find expression in the new "free" World Trade Union 
Federation, founded in London and electing a Dutch re
formist, Vermeulen, as secretary. 

The Ternls of the AgreenleIll 
The results of the Hague Conference are as follows: 
1. The Netherlands transfer complete sovereignty to 

the· "United States of Indonesia," comprising the territory 
of the Republic and the separate vassal states set up by 
Dutch imperialism. 

2. Between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the 
United States of Indonesia there is established a "free 'and 
lasting Union" which is headed by Her Majesty the Queen 
of the Netherland~ and her legitimate heirs. ("Free" and 
"lasting" are contradictory terms: I f the .Union is to be last
ing Indonesia is not free to secede from it. The agreement 
is full of such contradictions which indicate only that Indo
nesia has not at all been detached from the Netherl<inds.) 

3. All properties belonging to Dutch or foreign persons 
will be returned to their "legal" owners. (\Vith one v~ry 
important exception to which we shall refer later.) , 

4. The directors of the Indonesian currency bank can be 
named only by agreement with the Netherlands. ,The 
Netherlands maintain their. control over Indonesian fin
~nces. Indonesia recognises a debt of 4.5 billion florins to 
the Netherlands. 

5. Collaboration in the establishment of relations with 
other states is stipulated. This collaboration is obligatory 
concerning relations with other European countries. . 

6. The naval base of Surabaya shall be placed. at the 
disposal of the Dutch navy which will remain the only 
important navy in Indonesian waters. Dutch troops are 
to be withdrawn from Indonesian territory within six 
months to the degree that vessels are available for this 
evacuation. A Dutch military mission will as'sist in the 
establishment of an Indonesian army. 

7. /The Dutch part of the island of New Guinea will re-
,main Dutch property for one year. During this time the 
indonesian Commission of the UN will decide upon a 
statute for this island. Various distinct sections of Indo
nesia can enter into special relations with the Netherland~ 
and Indone~ia if it is so decided by plebiscite under the 
auspices of the UN Indonesian Commission. 

8. Differences between the partners in the "Union" can 
be settled by an impartial foreign power named as arbiter 
by the UNIC. I 

It may be said that this agreement gives the Indonesian 
Republic a greater degree'of independence than was obtain
ed at Linggajati in December 1946. It may even be sa'id that 
the rising Indonesian bourge9isie today is more "independ
ent" that it is "bourgeois." This contradiction is explained 
by two facts: The masses who support the partisan move
ment in no case would have accepted even a temporary 
agreement on a less favorable basis than that ~onc1uded at 
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the Hague; and behind the impotent republican leaders, Soe
karno and Hatta, stands the protective shadow of the 
United States. Without American intervention this im
potent bourgeoisie would have been crushed a long time ago 
between Dutch imperialism and the mass movemen t. 

But the United States itself is powerless to arrest the 
development of social relationships in Indonesia. Its at
tempt to at least halt the revolution already implies the 
acceptance of certain gains made by the agrarian move
ment. The I-I ague agreement actually includes a clause 
which stipulates the plantations on which dwellings have 
been built or on which, since the Japanese occupation, prod
ucts for native consumption have been cultivated, shall not 
be returned to their former owners "in order not to pro
voke disturbances." I n such cases, former owners are to be 
compensated. 

Tlie application of this agreement will not' be smooth, 
especially with regard to the return of the colonial busi
nessmen to their former plantations. Coming to power ef
fortlessly' and not by its own strength, the Indonesian 
bourgeoisie cannot mantain power without constantly us
ing violence against the workers and the poor peasants. 
This cannot be done without active aid from abroad and 
the I ndonesian bourgeoisie will find it impossible to carry 
out its tasks. After the withdrawal -of the Dutch troops. 

native troops will have to safeguard the existence of the 
vassa! states, whose populations will strive to join the Re
public. The very exis'tence of these vassal states thereby 
becomes problematical. The working population of these 
states will only be able to join the Republic and transform 
the United States of Indonesia into a United Indonesian 
State by eliminating Soekarno and 1"latta. 

I t is impossible to determine the actual strength of 
the intransigent .. parties, like the Partai Murba and the 
Partisans of Darrul Islam. It is even impossible to learn 
the names of the revolutionary or Stalinist leaders still 
alive. As long as the "lack of available vessels",---a very 
elastic phrase-keeps Dutch troops on Indonesian soil, 'the 
government will feel strong enough to attempt the liquida
tion of various "extremist" forces. The question is: lIas it 
the necessary forces? 

Violent social and political struggles are on the order 
of the day in I ndonesia. The task of the workers' move
ment of the whole world is to intervene actively in the 
struggle by demanding the break-up of the Dutch-Indo
nesian "Union," the expropriation without compensation 
of all colonial 'property, the, elimination of naval bases, 
etc. The Indonesian revolutionary movement, for its part, 
will surely make itself heard. 
Amsterdam, Dec. 14, 1949. 

A New Stage of Struggle • In Italy 
Factory Occupation and Agrarian Revolt 

By ERNEST GERMAIN 

The revolver shots fired by the obscure Sicilian stuqent, 
Pellante, on July 14, 1948 at the Stalinist leader Togliatti 
~et off the broadest movement of the Italian proletariat 
since the insurrection of 1945. The gun shots of Minister 
of Interior Scelba's police; which slew two farm w6rkers in 
the Apulia region on November 29, 1949, resulted in a gen
eral strike ordered from above which proved to be a two
thirds failure. The entire evolution of the Italian workers' 
movement in the last It3 months is brackete~t.by these two 
incidents. ' 

1 he general strike of July 14, 1948 came like a sudden 
explosion of all the discontent stored up during the pre-' 
ceding months. The enthusiasm evoked by the launching 
of the electoral campaign of the "Democratic Peoples' 
Front" and then squandered by the parliamentary cretinism 
J.nd the petty-bourgeois phraseology of its leaders found ex
pression despite the electoral defeat of April 18, 1948. The 
victory 'Non by the bourgeoisie in the April 18 elections 
had nnt yet been translated into a defeat of the proletariat 
in action. The trade lInion movement was still united. The 
motorized police were still on the defensive. The employ
ets still hesitated to launch a frontal assault on the work-, 
ers in the large industrial centers. 

The proletariat in its general strike of July 14 made a 

magnificent attempt to regain the initiative "in the Class 
struggle. I ts failure \vas not due to any lack of spirit or 
cuurage. On the contrary, for twenty:-four hours bourgeois 
~luthorit:y was shaken in the principal centers on the pen
insula. The cynical capitulation of the Stalinist leaders to 
bourgeois rule stabbed the workers' offensive in the back 
~md at the same time gave rise to an inevitable wave of 
discouragement and demoralization among the advanced 
workers, who felt themselves betrayed by their own leaders. 

The general. strike of December I, 1949 tOQk place after 
a lengthy period of working class defeats and of sllccesses 
of the bourgeoisie in actions against them. The trade union 
movement; first split in 1948 by the formation of the 
Christian unions (Gen~ral ltalian Confederation of Free 
Labor-LeGIL) ,vas then split again in 1949 by the crea
tion of the, "social 'democratic" trade unions (Fcdei·ation of 
Italian Labor-FIL). The employers unleashed a futJ
fledged offensive by laying off thousands 0(" workers in the 
f"ctories. A system of intimidation was instituted in the 
offices and banks against all militant elements and even 
against those who merely held membership in theCGI L 
(largest Italian trade union fedef41tioh led by the Stalin
ists) 
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A series of ,movements in separate industries taken up 
by all the workers with admirable tenacity (farm workers' 
strike at the beginning of Jun.e 1949 which lasted six 
weeks; bank employees' strike in September 1949), ended 
in complete defeats. These 'successes enhanced the boldness 
<lnd arrogance of the representatives of the capitalist state. 
The}' began, to systematically hurl the police against peace
ful demonstrations, inaugurating a new bloody series of 
massacres of \vorkers as in the infamous days, of pre-Mus
sohni "democracy." 

The' Southern Proletariat to the Rescue 
I t is highly significan t that, in these conditions of rear

guard battles carried on by dispersed .ranks of the indus
t.rial worl<ers, the farm workers of Southern Italy came to 
fhe rescue. During the last two months their actions signal
ized the beginning of a serious resumption of the workers' 
movement in the entire peninsula. These actions are not 
to be explained by particularly marked development of the 
class consciollsness of the Southern masses but by an in
describable poverty which' makes daily existence intolera
ble. 

This miserable mass of day laborers or owners of tiny 
parcels of land, with an average' annual income of $150, 
works about a 100 days a year, lives in wretched hovels and 
sees its children permanently undernourished while im~ 
mense tracts :of land owned by the big 'Jandowners lie fal· 
low. Result : The periodic outbreak of local revorts over 
control of the land. 

Since the fall of fascism, this development ,has been 
chann~lized by the formation of peasant cooperatives which 
have the right to request the assignment of fallow land. 
Although these assignments are supposed to be ma'de by 
cOllrts, and although in Southern Italy even more than in 
Nqrthern Italy, judicial power is intimately tied to the 
local proprietors, the first months after the "liberation" 
were marked by a certain flourishing of these cooperatives. 
The government sO\.lghtin this way to legalize land sei{ures 
which occurred in that tumultuous period. As the central 
power was strengthened and the state apparatus' ,rebuilt, 
the cooperatives, isolated ,within' an economy directed by 
their enemies and lacking credits, machinery and skilled 
personnel began to fall apart. 

Tw.o months ago a new movement of land seizures 
broke out, less spontaneous than the one immediately after 
the war, but better prepared and .stimulated by the Con
federterra (farm workers' union under Stalinist leadership). 
The movement began in Sicily and Calabria where the 
untilled "latifundia" (big estates) was most extensive. The 
land seizures were genuine; the peasants immediately 
sowed the occupied land. 

The goveni~ent therefore, combining tactical sagacity 
with judicioustise of armed force, decided lipon some un
"voidable concessions. Prime Minister De Gasperri made a 
trip to the Sila region, one of the most backward prov~ 
inces, embraced the inevitable little boy, delivered the in
evttable"progressive"- 'speech, and legalized the assign! 
ment to the cooperatives of some' 30;000 hectares of land. 
3.8 million hectares of land are owned by big landowners, 

in other words 25% of all cultivable Italian land is divided 
among 8 million agricultural enterprises. 

Following this governmental action, the second stage of 
the la,nd seizures which occurred in Lucania, Apulia, Com
pania and in the vicinity of Rome lost the momeritum of 
the initial inovement. Most hf the time; the trade union 
movctnent 'limited itself to 3 "symbolic" seizlIre. 'The "oc~ 
cupied" land was not worked. I n many areas, not~;ly' i'n 
Sarciiniq., the prefects succeeded in prev.enting seizure,S 'by 
rromising the :peasants to' speed llP' assignments of land 
by legal methods. I t should be noted tlla t one ',of the rate 
concessions made by the government to the peasants was 
the transfer of authority to assign land to the prefects who 
~~,reconsidered to be more "l,iberal" 

However it \vas in the cburseof this second stage of 
the land seizures that there occurred the violent incidents in 
Torremaggiorc in Apulia \vhich led to the outbreak of the 
strike of December I. Four weeks previously in the prov
ince of Crotona; in Calabria, other bloody' inciderits had 
occurred in Melissa which cost the life of three farm wor'k
ers, murdered by "the forces of law and order'." In Torre
maggiore, the De Gasperi government onCe more dearly 
demonstrated the,: kind of "order" it was preserving, the 
l..:ind which proscribes trade ,union ;meetings an'd instructs 
the police to open fire on a disarmed crowd 'gathered to 
hear a report on negotiations between the unions and gov
ernment authorities. 

And, pathetic iliustration of the condition of the brae
cianti (farm laborers) :' the agitation: which led to,' the inci
dents and the slayings of November' 29 did not even occur 
over a demand- for improving the conditions of the work-' 
ers. I ts sole aim was. to enforce the law of "the labor 
quota," which obliges big landowners to employ workers 
numerically proportionat~ to the size of their estates .. Thus 
the braccianti had demonstrated in Apulia for the preser7.)a~, 
tioll of their wretched wage of about $2'5 a month. And fol~ 
lowing in the ~radition of the Italian cleri~al g:ang, the 
government gave thein lead and gunshot ... 

Layoffs ,in the Big Factories 
The urge to defend, the. very existence of their' wwes 

and children led the farm laborers of Southern Italy to 
pick up the gage of battle at the v~ry time when the com·' 
bativity of the proletariat had sunk t9 what seemed to ,he. 
the vanishing point. Likt!wise the brutal attack by Big 
Business against the industrial proletariat, which take~, 
the form of mass layoffs and mounting lockouts" seems to 
be the: signal for a serious revival.of the militancy of the, 
\vorkers of Northern ann Central Ita1y for the next period. 

Italian industry operates ·at a permanent deficit. Tech .. 
r.ological backwardness and the absence of'an 4dequate in
ternal market renders bigItat~nindustry incapable of 
competing on the worlClmarket's w'ith' the heavy industry 
of the advanced capitalist countties. Living and operating 
solelx by virtue of government orders and credits, the 
crisis which industry has experienced since the "liberation" 
has been aggravated by the success of the workers in pre
venting layoffs. Hence, when the relation of forces was 
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altered* and tQe employing class' felt itself strong enough 
in relation to a divided working class, it everywhere be
gan to repudiate the anti-layoff agreements and workers 
by the thousands were thrown into the street. (n the Milan 
region alone the Caproni plant, employing 6,000 workers, 
and the Safar plant were shut down; 5,000 ellt of 10,000 
employed in the Isotta Fraschini establishml!nt were laid 
off. 

Under conditions of general unemployment at least 
2,112 million fully unemployed and several hundred thou
sand partially unemployed) a layoff in a big plant actually 
means the loss of all possibility of work for many months. 
That is the reason the workers do 'not accept these em
ployer conditions without putting up a desperate resistance 
to this condemnation to poverty. Occupation of factories 
shut down by the employers are widespread. 

Three typical cases took place at the end of November: 
I n the Breda factories in Venice, in the OM I factories in 
Rome, in the Fonderi Liguri plants in Genoa. The first of 
these followed a threat of layoff and a demand by the work
ers to inspect the employers' books. The second case fol
lowed the non-payment of wages, an indirect lockout meas
ure currently used by the employers. The third occupation 
was a reply at the time to layoffs and to the dismantling 
of the factory by a bankrupt company. 

rnlC Art of the General Strike 

How has the bourgeoisie and the capitalist state reacted 
to these factory occupations which are a direct threat to 
private property in the means of production?' It is not at 
all surprising that the occupations have produced an un
excited reaction, one which inclines to allowing the work
ers "to go through their own experience" just as they did 
in the movement of factory occupation in Turin in 1920. 
The, employer is content to protest, to refuse to pay w::',ges 
and in cases where the workers continue production to shut 
off the electric current after a few days. That's all he need 
do. What necessity is there for' the in tervention of the 
authorities or for trying ~o evacuate the premises by force? 
He is very well a)vare that, left to themselves, the workers 
occupying the factories find themselves in a blind alley 
from which they emerge sooner or later utterly demoral
ized and without any confidence in their trade union or-
ganizations ... 

The tactic' adopted by the Stalinists is .right down the 
employers' alley. For many months, the Stalinist leader
ship of the CGIL was systematically opposed to any ex
tended occupation of the factories, limitipg themselves to 
"symbolic" 24-hour occupations. Under pressure of the 
workers affected by the layoffs and prepared for any sacri
fice, the Stalitlist leaders were compelled to beat a strategic 
retreat. Today they sanction and 'even discreetly approve 
of occupation movements but attempt to limit them and to 
studiously restrict them to a single establishment. 

*Where this change did not occur, the workers continued 
to make seriou::; gains. Thus at the Ansaldo plants in Genoa, 
they have just won the 24-hour work week at 40-hour pay. 

The worker occupants first undertake- to put the 
machinery in working order and to clean up- the premises 
~'nd then with great difficulty start up production. In the 
meantime the trade union leaders organize financial as
sistance in the region and in the best case set up a frec 
commissary for the workers. Then, one, two, three weeks 
go by and as the employers refuse to pay the \vorkers, the 
workers' meager reserves are SOfJn exhausted and their 
families are literally penniless. They cannot sell the prod
IIcts they have manufactured; the Stalinist tactic does not 
perm.it this transgressio~ of bourgeois lajv. There is then 
nothmg for them to do but to pull Ollt defeated, harboring 
bitter feelings toward their "leaders." 

I t is obvious that this tactic of isolated movements 
does not hold out any concrete perspective to workers 
threatened with layoffs, and threatens to discredit the strike 
weapon as well as the occupation of the factories in the 
eyes of the workers. The "war of attrition" chosen by the 
Stalimsts---a Loken of 111L'ir remarkable tactical skill--""at the 
very moment \vhen the economic interests of the employ
ers require a temporary cessation of production, can only 
play into the hands of the bourgeoisie. They can only be 
compelled to retreat before a full-scale attad; a II along the 
line. 

Partial movements for very limited aims are of decisive 
Importance ~nly insofar as they enable the working class 
to reconstitute the unity of its ranks, only insofar as such 
movements revive the workers' self-confidence. But to ful
fill this fllnd ion, t.hese isolated and limited movements 
must be victorious, Il(Jwcver, the Stalinist leaders first or·· 
ganize limited movements which are doomed to defeat in 
advance and then they periodically crown them with "gen
eral strike demonstrations," like that of December I, which 
lead to even more resounding defeats. So, combining op
portunist errors with disorganized adventurism, the Stal," 
inist;. leadership continues to do everything in its po'vcr 
to squander and destroy the reserves of militancy 01 the 
I t~lian proletariat which is now being reawakened after 
18 months of defeats. 

A factory occupation, limited to one plant and aided 
only uy financial support, is doomed to certain defeat if 
the leadership is not prepared to go the limit. To be able 
to go the limit, it must act according to a plan-this term 
is used in the Bolshevik sense and not in the sense of the 
miserable project called" the GIL plan" which is acceptable 
to the bourgeoisie and even to that old reactionary poli w 

tician, Nitti. 
This is what acting according to plan entails: Choo:,c 

a key enterprise threatened with lockout, preferably one 
whose raw materials are produced in Italy itself; organize 
a national agitation aroulH.l its occupation (it is character
istic that all the agitations on the faclory occupations were 
limited by the Stalinist kader.s to J regional scale); pro. 
ceed to the production and to tbe sal,; of the 'manufactured 
products if the employer refuses to pay wages; organize 
this sale ·through workers' and lJeasants' cooperatives in 
accordance with the needs of the population; illustrate 
through these test Lases that the crisis of Italian industry is 
;;!. crisis ur capitalist industry working for the market, and 
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that the needs of the population do not call for a closing 
of plants but for a tremendous rise in production; organize 
a movement of national solidarity with the workers in the 
occupied factory, proceyding if necessary to the confisca
tion of raw materials by workers or miners in the extractive 
industries, and to free transportation ·by railroad workers 
of the finished products, 

In other 7.cords,. con/ro11t the employer with tbe acting 
and acti've solidarity of tbe 7.lJorking class orienting thro;tgb 
a series of rapid successes to a general strike for the attain
ment of a clear and precise program whose first point 
should be: Re-open all tbe closed factor its and operate them 
at government expense under workerS> control. It is not 
the responsibi~ity of the workers in bctnkrupt factories to 
shoulder the burden of capitalist ballkruptcy~ Money to 
float these ~ndustries should be obtained' 'Wbere it is plenti
ful: in the strong-boxes of the banks' and Big Business. 

Beginning with that, \\"e have the whole program of the 
socialist revolution which can be explained simply and con
cretely to the masses with the help of transitional demands 
combined into a workers' and peasants' plan to be realized 
by a workers' and peasants' government. 

Such a strategy, avoiding both hopeless and disorgan
ized struggles, would moreover have the great advantage of 
educating the workers on the significance of their struggle. 
A defeat which is presented as a stage in the attainment of 
an objective leading to the solution of the most burning 
problems of the class can serve as a stimulus to the militan
cy of the masses. A useless purposeless defeat is a sure 
C3.11Se of further demoralization. That is why the criminal 
tactic pursued by the Stalinist leadership is not only r'e
sponsible for the defeats, resulting (rom tlie unfavorable 
relation of forces confronting th~ working class, but also 
for the demoralization caused by this 'senseless policy. 

The Crisis 01 the Italian COlnIl1111l~st Party 
Organizing proletarian resistance to capitalist layoffs; 

preparing and guiding the counter-offensive to guarantee 
tolerable conditions of life to all Italian workers-which is 
impossible without taking some of the principal citadels of 
capital by assault-these are tasks which are 'neither de
sired hor can they be attained by the present leadership 
tied to the leading strings of the Kremlin. A new revolu
tionary leadership must be created, a leadership whose first 
clements have been shaped in the crucible of the negative 
experiences of recent years. I ts formation can be considera
ely accelerated if the revolutionary vanguard succeeds in 
regrouping and in organizing the vanguard militants who, 
as a result of their own experiences, 'have already broken 
or are on the point of breaking with the CP in the principal 
regions of Italy. 

The crisis of the CP is still in its initial stage. The De
cember Central Committee meeting of the CP indicated an 
early purge which would rid the party of nlimerous "devia
tionist" elements. It is difficult to forecast the scope and 
real significance which the next stages of the crisis will 
have. But some of its general characterisics can be sketched 
now. 

Let us 110te first of all that the present crisis of the CP 
has a contradictory character because it appears at a time 
when the CP is embarked on' a "leffist" policy, at least 
verbally. While vanguard militants are breaking away to 
the 'leit because they realize that the CP policy is. contrary 
to the workers' interests-and that explains the opportun
ist as well as the adventurist errors---oh' its right ~he CP 
is losing a considerable section of those who had joined it 
on the basis of its pOlicy of "national unity" and who now 
condemn its class phraseology as "antidemocratic," , 

This phenomenon is especially important in intellectual 
and Catholic circles. I t should not be forgotten that theft 
are many members, of th~ CP in Italy deeply attached to 
the Catholic religion who have been struck a heavy blow 
by ,papal excommunication (althol1gh the measure has heen 
very circumspectly applied). 

Suffice it to s,ay that the Communist mayor of Turin, 
the most important industrial and pmletarian center of 
I taly, had one of his children married in the church, sent 
another child to a religious school, and organiled cultural 
gatherings addressed by the Catholic ministers of the De 
Gasped cabinet at the expense of the municipality! The 
cpposition of these circles, Which weighs heavily 011 the 
party, should not be confused, with that opposition which 
expresses, ho~ever ,confusedly, the revolt of proletarian 
class consciousness against the acrobatic tactics of the Stal
inists. ' 

. It should also be' pointed out that the Yugoslav ques
tion has sowed confusion in Italian communist ranks. Dur
ing the period of the tlnational unity" policy, the Italian 
CP went through some particularly revolting contortions to 
harmonize its ultra-chauvinist' agitation with its unreserved 
support (at least in public) of the tlanti-ItaIian" policy of 
the Yugoslavs in Istria and Trieste. The leaders of the 
party were not really at case until the break of the Comin
form with Tito enabled them to take their place in the 
chorus of the chauvinistic anti-Tito agitation, long carried 
on by all "official" public opinion. 

But many militants, who the day before had had to 
"swim against the stream" on this .. parti~ular question, 
could not make so sharp a turn and became greatly be
wildered. Many Stalinist cadre elements had also fought as 
partisans during the war side by side with the Yugoslav 
partisans. today, Unit~, central organ of the CP, tells 
them that the partisan struggle in Slovenia wa's really 01'

gariized by the' Gestapo. And' it is not easy for them to 
swallow this new morsel of Stalinist wisdom, 

Some of them· have 'even openly opposed the anti
Titoist line of the leadership and have agreed to organize 
visits to Yugoslavia. They have been expelled for "political 
treachery and connections with Trotskyist and Titoist 
provocateur elements," ~ formtIla that is repeated in almost 
every issue of the main regional CP papers. 

Pin ally, there is a third characteristic phenomenon of 
the crisis of the CP: A number of old members, often found
ers of the movement, are beginning to break with the party 
on' the basis of personal experiences, restricted to a regional 
or plant-wide scale, after a series of particular incidents 
which were too much for them to swallow. Two tYrPical 

" 
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cases are those of Avico, general secretary of the national 
oil workers union and Morelli, former mayor of the im
portant metal center of Terni. Cases of personal corruption 
2nd malodorous petty intrigues which the cadres have ob
served in their dealings with _ the national leaders have 
proved decisive in c.ausing their break with the CPo 

This phenomenon occlirs much later than in France, 
Cermany, Great Britain or the United States. Because of 
the victory of Fascism in 1922, the ideological evolution 
of numerous Italian communist cadre elements had been 
arrested for 21 years. Thus today there is to be found in 
the ranks of the oppositionists-alongside of the young 
militants whose experience with Stalinism is of recent 
date--even founders of the party whose experience with 
~talinism in tht> mass 11l0'Vf11lent also does not antedate 
1944. 

TI1(~ el'i~is of Italian Soeialisnl 
Contrary to what has happened in most of the coun

tries of western Europe, the serious crisis of Stalinism has 
not led in any way to the strengthening of social democ
racy, either in members or in votes. On the contrary, at the 
very time the crisis of Stalinism is beginning to break out 
in the open, Italian social democracy itself is undergoing 
<In espedally serious crisis which is expressed in the ex
istence of three socialist parties. And the Calvary of Italian 
::ocial democracy is far froin ended ... 

This crisis of Italian social democracy, joined to that 
of Stalinism, expresses a fundamentally healthy develop
ment of the Italian workers' movement. The combativity 
of the Italian working class, the sharpening of the class con
tradictions, the desire of the militant working class youth 
for ideological clarification-31l these factors preclude a 
retrograde development ,)f the most advanced sections. Be
coming conscious of the betrayals of Stalinism or reform
ism, they are seeking a new road to regroupment without 
returning to one or another of the 1wo movements of class 
misleadership. 

The crisis of Italian social democracy broke out the 
first time in January 1947 when the unified party split into 
two fragments. Unfortunately the split did not occur along 
clearly demarcated ideological lines (i.e., revolutionary 
Marxist tendencies against reformist and collaborationist 
tendencies) but "for or against unreserved unity of action 
with the CP." The PSLI (Italian Sqcialist Labor Party), 
the new social democratic party which emerged from the 
~plit, comprised at the time a part of the traditional re
formist right wing (Saragat, Daragona, Simenini), and a 
part of the extreme left centrist wing (M. Matteoti, Zagari 
~Ind the Socialist Youth). 

Less than a year after its foundation; this new party 
was confronted with_a serious crisis when its leaders, violat
ing their solemn commitments, entered the De Gasperi 
government. Most of the centrist elements capitulated to 
this flagrant abuse of confidence by the reformist right 
wing: Only the cadres of the Socialist Youth broke with 
the PSLI at its Naples convention in January 1948. Losing 
aU' contact with the working class, the right wing drew all 
the, logical conclusions from its purely petty-bourgeois 

course. I t accepted the Marshall Plan and the Atlantic Pact, 
enthusiastically. It organized the split in the unions. It 
came out in favor of an electoral bloc with completely 
bourgeois parties like the Republican Party.* 

The "left centrist" tendency, eternally wavering between 
its oppositionist inclination and its fears of "the responsi. 
bilities of power" in the p3rty-an expression of its in
ability to concretely formulate 3 polic'y in opposition to 
that of the reformist right wing-then sought its salvation 
i:-J "socialist unifi~ation," that is, in allies outside the party. 

I t found them in other groups which had broken from 
the PSI (Socialist Party of Italy) after the January 1947 
split, namely in the Silone group (Union of Socialists) 
which had no precise political platform but with a certain 
reputation for "political honesty" ,(the scarcity of this com
modity has boosted its price); and the reformist tendency 
Ire! by th3t old political fox and carecrist, Romita, who 
had broken from the PSI during the year. Its patrons on 
Comiscot had envisaged a "genuine" social democratic unif
ication including the PSLI plus Silone plus Romita. At the 
last moment, the PSLI right wing, not having obtained 
udequate guarantees that it would control the "unified" 
party like it now controls its ow,n (through a "democ
racy" which mobilizes for conventions thousands of votes 
of paper "members"), withdrew from the· combination. 
"Socialist unification" therefore turned out to be merely 
another split, the center and left of the PSLI joining the 
Silone and Romita groups at the Florence convention -in 
December ,1949 to form the Unified Socialist Party, PSU. 
(Let us note in f\assing that the right wing of the PSLI, 
which is so "passIOnately" attached .to formal democracy, 
disbanded entire federations and acted more bureaucrat
ically than the Stalinists ever dared do in Italy.) 

The speeches, declarations of principles, and other feat
ure defining the character of the new party clearly indicate 
that it does not intend to differentiate itself in any way 
from the PSLI. It is not opposed to collaboration with the 
bourgeoisie in the government; it favors such collabora
tion on better conditions (it wants at least five portfolios 
against the paltry three that Saragat is s~tisfied with). It 
is not against the Atlantic Pact, it, is only for its trans
formation into a "peace pact." It is not in favor of the split 
in the trade unions; it merely explains that the split is an 
(lccomplished fact ... Under, such conditions it is clear that 
tiO major obstacles exists to an eventual fusion between the 
PSU and the PSLI provided the "unified" party pursues a 
strictly Saqgat policy. The unfortunate knight-er'rants of 
centrism, who feel as out of place today in Silone's house 
as they did yesterday in Saragat's, fervently hope to re-

* At the Naples convention, Saragat justified participa
tion in the ,,government by the need of checking the govern
ment actions of the Christian Democrats. At the Milan COllven
tion in 1949, he explained that this collaboration was required 
because social democracy and Christian democracy were both 
"profoundly democratic and socially animated parties." 

t Committee for International Socialist Conferences. A liaison 
center for Social D~nlocratic Patties in Europe, a kind of suc
cessor to the pre-war Second International. 
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turn to a more. familiar atmosphere in the house of Saragat, 
Silone and Co. They are deceiving themselves. Following 
an eventual fusion, only a split will open new perspectives 
for them. 

The PSI, the other social democratic fragment, has not 
eXI?erienced such complicated and bewilr:lering convolutions 
as those of the PSLI. There are four tendencies in its 
ranks: A pro-Stalinist tendency led by the in famous little 
Cominform agent, Pietro Nenni; a "left" tendency Jed by 
Lelio Basso who has been dubbed "the little Lenin of 
Italy" (although his only ·resemblance to Lenin consists of 
a goatee) and who systematically refuses to differentiate 
himself from Nenni; a right wing tendency, strictly re-

. formist, led by Romita, and finally a socalled "center" 
tendency led by former partisan leaders like Riccardo 
Lombardi who comes from the Action Party. This latter 
tendency is regrouping all the elements within the party 
who are vaguely discontented with the Nenni policy. 

But unlike its rather politically formless base, these 
centrist leaders, who have recently been moving toward 
l\larxism, are making an honest effort to formulate a policy 
which corresponds to the interests of the workers. 

The electoral defeat of the "Democratic People's Front" 
on April 18, 1948 was above all a defeat for the PSI. As in 
all social democratic parti~s, it was the signal for a change 
in leadership. For more than a year Nenni-Basso allowed 
the representatives of the "center" to take the helm. But 
like all cen'trists, they feared nothing so much as applying 
their own policy. Placed in the leadership of the party by 
the masses of discontented members, these new leaders tried 
to differentiate themselves as little as possible from Nenni. 
They did not offer the workers any different perspective 
than that of the Stalinist policy of defeat. They do not 
know how, to stem the collapse of the ·party. The 194.9 con
vention saw the withdrawal of Romita and gave the ma
Jority to Nenni who leads the PSI like a Cominform party. 
At the December Central Committee meeting, Nenni at
tacked the Yugoslav CP for having gone over to "the im
perialist camp." (Nenni himself was an ardent supporter of 
the first and second imperialist wars! ) The discontent in 
the party has again risen against this Cominform policy. 
And again, the "center" is l)nable to give the members any 
concrete policy, besides embarrassed allusions to a needed 
decentralization of the workers' movement. 

Toward the Revolutionary Party 
Nevertheless the fact that· Riccardo Lombardi and his 

friends have never once been influenced by the comedy of 
the socalled "socialist unification" is an excellent sign of 
their fundamental orient~tion. They .must ilOW draw the 
conclusions from their negative experiences \vith reformism, 
Maximalism (left centrism) and Stalinism.They must find 
the courage to clearly formulate, at least for themselves, 
the perspective of the building of the new rcV'olu.tio-nary 
party of the Italian proletariat. Abov·e all they must rid 
themselves of any inferiority complex toward Stalinism. 
There are thousands of workers in the I tItian proletariat 
and in tbeir own party who understand that Stalinism is 
the antithesis and not the continuation of Leninism. 

An evolution on their part in a revolutionary and inter
nationalist direction, that is, in a Leninist direction, would 
rapidly transform them into a pole of attraction for every
thing healthy in the left social democracy, among the fol
lowers of the l:3a~so faction in the PSI and the left wing 
members of the PSU. They \vmIld thus render an important 
service to the building of the Italian revolutionary party, 
to the regeneration of the European workers' movement in 
general. 

But whatever the further evolution of the "center" in 
the PSI, revolutionary cadres who know their task already 
exist in Italy. For most part they have come from the 
Socialist Youth. and, having assiRlilated the Leninist pro
gram through their own post war experiences, these cadres 
have joined the Fourth International and laid the first 
basis for building the revolutionary party. After having 
crganized the militants who came from the social democ
racy, their immediate task now is to or~ganize the militants 
~nd groups who are breaking with the CPo To bring the 
130lshevik program to the broad masses, to participate in 
their daily struggles, to enable the vanguard workers to see 
in action a new· leadership, however embryonic,· that is 
differeht from the Stalinists-~these are the aims this cadre 
""ill seek to attain in the coming months. 

The possibilities of development offered by the objec
tive situation are excellent. I f they know how to utilize 
them, they will be able to give a powerful impetus to the 
development of the I talial'l revolutionary movement and
through their own successes which ,vill be the. successes 
of the program and organization of the Fourth Interna
tional··--they will speed up the progressive evolution of op
positionist groups inside and outside the traditional parties 
toward the \Vorld Party of the Socialist Revolution. 
December 15, 1949. 
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Political Crisis • In France 
By PIERRE FRANK 

A year ago the miners went back to work defeated .after 
an eight weeks' strike which demonstrated the admirable 
militancy of a proletariat whose reserves have been squand
ere~l and expioited by agents of the Kremlin. Thi's defeat 
(d' th~ workers had imp9rtant effects in 1949 on the evolu
tion of Frepch capitalism as well as on the deve1'opmen' 
of the Stalinist party. 

Fren~h .capitalism,reduced to a second rate imperialist 
position, can -..only hope to hold its own by transforming 
its political regime, and e'stablishing a "strong state"
that is, by establishing totalitarian rule under which the 
standard of' living would b~ greatly depressed and the 
working class unable to make any improvements. But the 
road to the "strong state" poses great diffictllties.; During 
1947 and 1948, capitalism began to. create they instrument 
for the achievement of this policy in the form of the "Rally 
of the People of France," (RPF) led by General de Gaulle, 
which in several elections since has received a ver~r sub~ 
stantial vote. 

Thus, violently opposed to each other, two f6rces
CPF(Communist Party of France) and RPF continued to 
clash, disregarding the new governmental and parliamen
tary combi~ation, the "third force" composed of the Social
ists, the (Catholic) M RP and the "RadIcals," (a capitalist 
pitrty), a combination with enough votes to constitllte a 
majority in the National Assembly although its base of 
suppoh in the country at large was rather insignificant. 

As in 1935, however, Big Business is apprehensive of 
th.e.dangers of a direct imposition of the "strong state." 
The working class is still too powerful; the influence of 
the French CP still too great and, in the period of "cold 
war" the CP is quite capable of giving an impu'lsion to the 
workers~ struggles, especially in case of a Gaullist attempt 
to ta~ power. Finally, although Gaullism is not at all 
irlentical with German Nazism or Italian Fascism, these 
two examples demonstrated to the bourgeoisie that recourse 
to su,h extra-legal formations, even if successful, could 
create great difficulties. Nothing like this was inyolved in 
~complete utilization of the existing state apparatus. 

Nor did American imperialism-at least in its leading 
circles-indicate any sympathy for 'de Ga'u1Ie. This was 
not because of its love of democracy as against the author
it,ai-ian tendencies of the general. America's political rulers 
have generally preferred to place their trustln the poli
ticians of the French bourgeoisie whom tpey felt were bet
ter equipped to play the subtle and ,ad,roit game req~ired 
in a perilous situation. What American imperialism de
m.anded from French as well as European politicians was 
a, poltcy of enforcing capitalist order against the .Jabor 
movemel}t .. 

After the Conununists, the Socialists 
The defeat of the min~rs gave French capitalism its 

opportunity of initiating the policy of "Gaullism without 
de Gaulle." 

This defeat, inflicted on an isolated union \vhose battle' 
could not be won without a general struggle of the entin~ 
working class, was the, openihg wedge for a redoubled of-' 
fensive of the employers' against the working conditions. 
and living standards of the workers. Wages remained 
frozen, except for the rare occasions when they were sup
rlemen'ted by iiladequate bonuses. Piece wor'k was' instj
tuted in full forc~ 'in the factories and the speed-up gre'atly 
intensified. Factory discipline became ever more severe. 

At the same time, the government streJ1gthened its apT 
paratus of repression. Hundreds and even thousands· of 
militant miners were imprisoned. To resto~e police morale, 
weakened during the years'of the German occupation, they 
were more and more frequently deployed against street 
demonstrations and on occasions where their intervention 
was completely unjustified even from considerations of 
"public order." 

The government launched an attack (J.gainst the CPF. 
Its publications were' persecuted as in the days of Tardieu 
(a reactionary politician who was the French Premi~r in 
the early thirties). The minister Jules Moch d~llounced 
foreign'subsidies allegedly received by the CPF. Hundreds 
of natives of Eastern European countries were expelled 
from France. A, p~rge was set in motion in all government 
(.Iepartments, in the old apparatus....:..there are' no longer 
any Stalinist prefects and very few active Stalinist func
tionaries in higher positions-as well as in the new admin~ 
istrative council of the nationalized industries, where the 
Stalinists had established, some irvportant strongholds for 
themselves. . 

Finally, the year 1949 provided the occasion, during the 
Cantonal electi0l1s, for a considerable' reduction of Stalin· 
ist representation in local governments. This· was" done 
through a halloting system which allowed for all sorts of 
combinations on the second ballot, so that representation 
for the approximately 30 percent of the electorate' which 
voted for Stalinist candidates ,was completely wiped out. 

. " 
But the bourgeoisie: which thus scored cortsiderable 

points, does, not have a parliamentary representation that 
corresponds to its present political needs. The Stalinists 
have more than 180 representatives out of a total of 600; 
and the socialists (SP) have a repre~entation correspond
il~g to the number of votes they received in 1946, which 
was much greater than they have been getting recently. 
The present parliament started out' with a three-party 

majority (CPF, SP, MRP). With some difficulty a "third 
force" majority (SP, M RP, "Radicals") was contrived,' 
due to the support of a few tlindependents" of various shad.

ings. But it is not practically possible to produc~ a Right .. 
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ist majority without the SP, except by including the Gaul
lists and creating split-offs to the left within the M RP and 
the "Radicals." 

Both of these organizations, the "Radical" party which 
dominated in the pre-war Third Republic and the M RP, 
which was the most important bourgeois party during the 
fIrst years of the post-war Fourth Republic, include the 
whole gamut of shadings and tendencies from the extreme 
left to the extreme right. Behind the "Radicals" stands 
Pree Masonry; the MRP is linked to the Catholic Church. 

This situation has given rise to an, acceptance of the 
qemand for a dissolution of the National Assembly and 
for new elections, a demand previously restricted to the 
Gaullists. Apparently this demand is accepted today more 
or less tacitly. by everybody. The GauIIists '. are, of course, 
for dissolution, but they put their emphasis on a revision of. 
the Constitution. The "Radicals," the MRP and some in
dependents have also taken up the idea of new elections. 
The majority of the SP has also declared itself prepared 
for new elections. And in CP circles it has been said: "If 
you want new elections, we don't see any obstacle." 

(The Constitution provides that in case of dissolution 
an interim government shall be set up by the President of 
the National Assembly whicn shall include the leader of 
each parliamentary group. Accordingly, the Stalinists could 
once mo~e enter the government for a short ·time. That is 
also a reason for hesitation among the other parties.) 

But unanimity on this point is confined to these gen
eral declarations. Each party as a whole, and each deputy 
individually, is concerned over the results of eventual elec
tIons. And this raises a que~tion over which there is wide 
divergence: The method of balloting. 

The system of proportional representation, used in 
1946 is supported by the Stalinists and the 'MRP, but it 
is unanimously rejected by all the others, except perhaps 
by the Gaullists. Elections on the basis of ·proportional 
representation would result in a new Assembly in which 
the Stalinists would retain" their present numbers and the 
Gaullists would be more numerous. In other words, it 
would be even more difficult if not impossible in the new 
Assembly to form a working majority for the bourgeoisie. 

On the other hand, in the present Assembly, the CPF 
and theM RP can almost certainly block th-e adoption of 
any other system balloting, particularly that of the major
ity vote on two ballots, which would considerably reduce 
the Stalinists'" representahon (their vote totals being the 
same) and the MRP would lose repres~ntatives ina large 
pumber 'of districts. 
, But electioneering mechanics do not suffice to explain 
why there is little likelihood of legislative elections in 
1950. (A new Assembly is due in 1951, in the normal 
course of things.) Big Business would find the means to 
line up a sufficient number of MRP votes on the question 
of the balloting system. It is not impossible to replace a 
(~eputy's seat with 'some other material advantages. But 
there are political dangers to make them pause. With new 
elections, there is no way of knowing-no matter what bal
loting system is used-how strong Gaullist representation 
will become. 

French capitalism, ~t this time, does not want a govern.; 
ment with Gaullists as part of the parliamentary majority. 
New elections, based on the system of the majority vote 
on, two ballots, could very well ,:result in a new As
sembly differing from the present one only by the replace
ment of the Stalinist fraction by a strong Gaullist frac
tion. 

That is why, for the present, the most probable per-: 
spective is the continuation of this system of government 
based on insignificant majorities, in which the fragility 
of the social edifice in France is wedded to the adroitness 
and cunning of several of its politicians. 

Of course, this kind of policy cannot result in anything 
stable in the long run. The bourgeoisie is merely gaining 
time and weakening the workers. But there is no other 
solution than a showdown whose outcome will either favor 
the workers or a combat formation represented by Gaull
ism. 

The Crisis in tbe Fr~l1ch COlIunUllist Party 
The other important fact in the French situation is 

the development of the crisis in the Cominform organiza
tlOn in France. It is well knmvn that outside of the "Peo
,pIes' Democracies" the French CP was the strongest Com
munist party 'after the "liberation." To be sure, the Italian 
CP had more members than the CPF and still has, and has 
been favored by more explosive domestic conditions. Bu't 
the CPF, benefiting from the support of a majority of the 
working class and from strong sympathies among the rural 
as well as the urban petty bourgeoisie due to the twenty 
years in which it was able to function legally,· had at its 
disposal a rletwork of tens of thousands of worker-mili
tants. 

A connecting link between the Central Committee and 
the working class, these militants transmitted the policies 
of the leadership to which they were devoted, into the ranks 
of the workers, among whom they had acquired authority 
in the course of long years of struggle. The CPF has un
dergone numerous fluctuations in the size of its electoral 
support, the circulation of its press and participation in its 
riemonstrations. But throughout all of its twists and turns, 
it has retained a skeleton structure of worker-militants un
shakably loyal to the leadership and. harboring. no doubts 
as to the final objectives and the destiny of this party. 

What is the balance-sheet of French Stalinism in the 
five' years since the "liberation?" 

We have already mentioned its elimination from posts 
,In the state apparatus. But this tends to work' in its favor 
within the working class. The crisis of the CPF is not at 
all apparent in the partial electoral results. It can be pre~ 
dieted with certain ty that in general elections the majority 
o~ the city workers will continue to vote Communist: The 
SP does not have any visible hold on the working masses, 
although the latter do not respond to the appeals of' the 
CPF or of the CGT (General Con federation of Workers), 
which openly acts as the trade union branch of the party. 

This aspect of the situation, is reflected also in the trade 
union movemenl itself. The CGT has, 10s1. a great many 
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members, but neither the "Workers' Force" nor any of the 
other new trade union federations, let alone the Catholic 
trade union organh~ation, have benefited from these losses. 
I n elections of shop delegates, the candidates of the G0T 
most often recei~e the highest votes among the industrial 
,vorkers. 

The crisis of the CPF appears in various forms. The 
circulation of the CP press has fallen off considerably. 
L'Hu;ntanite has a circulation of 240,000 today as ·com
pared. with 450,000 five years ago. A number of its pro
vincial dailies and weeklies have beendiscontillued. The 
decline of the Stalinist press, noted at a national confer
ence of the CPF held early in 1949, has continued uninter
ruptedly throughout the rest of the year. Demonstrations 
called by the CPF or affiliated organizations are much 
smaller than in the. past. In Paris, the CPF has made 
much less use of-the. Vel' d'Hiv, which has a capacity of 
20,000 seats, and more~frequently confined itself to smaller 
meeting halls. CP membership has dropped, alth~ugh it is 
impossible to obtain precise figures on this point.' , 

(! n the post-war period, at the same time as it adopted 
3 frank~y social democratic policy, the CPF also adopted 
social democratic organization forms, which-in France
means complete vagueness about figures.) 

The Stalinist youth organization, UJRF, up to recently 
showed signs o~ life only in a few localities. It i~ not ex
cluded however, that, as a res·ult of the new polity of op· 
posing the war against Viet Nam, the U J RF may undergo 
a certain revitalization and begin to recruit again. 

Butthe crisis has been evidenced in a much more pre
cise fashion. The first to show their doubts or disagree
ments were evidently those elements of a petty bourgeois 
social character such as the intellectuals, both party mem
bers as well as fellow travelers. The crisis among these ele
ments began some months ago, during the Lysenko affair 
and. whert the Stalinists issued their proclamations on 
"socialist realis~" in tile arts. 

The Stalinist party leadership has taken advantage of 
t~e fact that the first open breaks have occurred among 
such elements in order to denounce the petty· bourgeois who 
deserts when the struggle becomes more difficult. Natur
ally, since the CPF was· a ble to attract a nurpber -of great 
names in science, literature and the arts, among whom 
some are indeed very far from Communism, splits among 
these· elements can lead to the Right, into the camp of the 
good. old bourgeois f amiiy, as well as into' the camp of th,e 
revolution. . 

But the moral terror which the Stalinist leadership has 
,tried to develop cannot prevent the extension of the crisis 
into the workers' ranks. There have been open disagree. 
ments expressed in a number of workers' units of the party. 
The division occurs ,among those who want to apply the 
Cominform line at all costs, and those who, aware that the 
Zhdanov theory of successful advances of the democratic 
forces is a bluff, tend to tone down that line in order to re
establish contact with the masses. 

The most symptomatic phenomenon in the crisis of the 
CPF is the appearance of the bulletin of a secret faction, 
La Lutte. The authors remain anonymous anp this gives 

rise to many speculations, such as: Some of the leaders are 
preparing to break with Moscow; they are rank and file 
members supporting the Yugoslavs; it is a provocation or
ganized by the leadership to detect oppositionists and ex
pel them one by one. In any case, the very existence of 
such a publication-the like of which has not been seen for, 
more than fifteen years-is characteristic of a deep-going 
crisis. 

Another indication of the decline of the CPF in the 
politicaf life of the country has found expression inside the 
Socialist Unity Party (PSU), which was formed by the 
pto-Stalinist wing of the SP and broke away from that 
party in 1948 during the height of the "cold war." In the 
course of some eighteen months of its existence, the PSU 
acted as a mere appendage of the Stalinist party. But at 
ib recent national convention (December 1949) the first 
signs of loosening the ties with the Stalinist p'arty appeared 
among its leading elements. 

, No clear political differences have been formulated as 
'yet, but the PS U . has shown a tendency toward independ~ 
ent existence and, more significantly, adopted a decision 
to hold a national gathering soon to discuss the Yugoslav 
problem. That means it is no longer content to trail be
hind the Stalinists automatically on the ,very point 011 

/ whi~h they are now most sensitive. 
The political core of the crisis· in the Stalinist party 

lies in a combination of the effects of the Yugoslav affair 
apd in reflection on the situation in France over the past 
five years. At the time of the "liberation" the CPF was in 
~J. position to literally pick up state power. Instead, it 
brought de Gaulle to power. It participated in several bour
geois governments. Its members were ordered to restrain 
the masses and to torpedo their struggles. 

And then, as the workers cOl1tinued to be beaten in 
partial struggles, disoriented and weakened, thrown back 
into a defensive position and facing increased onslaughts 
from the bosses, the, leadership of the CPF ordered its mem
bers to carry out an ever more aggressive tactic, thus con
tributing to a furthe'r weakening of the working class and 
to ~ further isolation of the CPF within the working class. 
There is hardly a worker militant to whom all this is not 
as plain as the nose on his face. 

In this situation, the Yugoslav affair demonstrates to 
these· militants that what is involved is not a mistake 
which the leaders will easily correct; that what is happen
ing in France is linked to the international politics of Stal
inism; and that these \ poIi'ties are dictated by considera
tions which the leadership cannot explain frankly to its 
members and to the working class. ' 

The Stalinist leadership has becn reacting very vehe
men tly and very violently. J ts press campaigns, 'on the 
Yugoslav' question and against the intellectuals, are natur
aily characterized by the utmost political poverty. It must 
argue against 'overwhelming evidence, at a time when, 
aside from the Far Ea$t, .Stalinism is undergoing only de
feats. Publications (biographies, memoirs, novels) giving 
an inside view of the methods of Stalinism are more nu
merOLlS. On no plane can the Stalinisb go over to the of
fensive. In the columns of L'lJumanite, they can celebrate 
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the gifts sent.to Stalin on his 70th birthday; but the worker 
militants of the CPF in the factories: were embarassed by 
this campaign. To jmprove relations with the rank and 
file, Thorez, travels all over France, on the pretext of 
autographing the revised and abridged edition of his book, 
"Son of the People." 

But the Stalinist leaders, who are" accustomed to sllch 
prohlems, resort mainly to organizational measllres to over
come the present difficulty, I n one instance after another 
they are replacing old cadres by new ones, often by in
experienced youths who are useful to the Political Bureau 
because of their ignorance in many matters and because 
they are more pliable~ The adventuristic c,iemonstrations 
undoubtedly- also serve to bring about a certain selection of 
young people that can be enrolled in the apparatus. Such 

ITt,eans, if they cannot halt the spread of the crisis in the 
party, nevertheless enable the leadership to face its diff~
qllties with a party that is seemi.ngly more coherent. 

* * * 
At the beginning of the new year it.is difficult to out

line clear perspectives. The economic situation threatens 
tu become Worse, The last few months of . t949gav~ evi
dence of a serious drop .in 'iron at:1d stee,,'prodlictjon. A 
sharpening' of the crisis would, be exploited by the Gaullisfs 
among the middle classes. The ''Yorking .class is.facing a 
number of Io~k~outs and, in;, view of its distrust of, the old 
leaderships, if is still, too early t6 foresee what its reactions 
will be. What~ver tur~ events take', it is' certain that the 
crisis in the relationship between the working class and its 
old leaderships' will continue to deepen. 

A.Review of Two Titoist Pamphlets 

Yugoslavia and Permanent Revolution 
By MICHEL PABLO 

The Yugoslavs claim that they have been the first to 
have graPRled "theoretically" with' the problem of rela
tions between socialist countries. The second world war 
t:,ave rise not only to "socialist" Yugoslavia but to a whole 
galaxy of "people's democracies." All of the countries 
gravitating around the USSR, accordiQg to the Yugoslavs, 
comprise the post-war "socialist" world. Theoretically ther~ 
should be a' peaceful co-existence and a close and unselfish 
cooperation between these "socialist" countries, say the 
Yugoslavs. 

• Yet in practice there is nothing of the kind. The lead
ers of the USSR, "deviating" from Marxism-Leninism, have 
established "anti-socialist" relationships, against which the 
Yugoslavs have justifiably 'revolted. In two pamphlets, 
recently issued in French translation*, two Yugoslav lead
ers, l\t1. Djilas 'and,M. Popovitch have undertaken.a theoret;. 
ical study of what, in their mind, rela,tions be'tween "so
cialist countr~es" should be, and what has happened 'und~r 
the leadership of the' USSR. 

Djilas' study is mostly concerned with the political 
aspect of these relationships; the one by Popovitch with 
their economic 'aspects. One ~ppears to be a necessary com
plement to the other but it is to be regretted that Djilas 
did not probe into the contemporary economic reality with 
the same penetration that characterizes Popovitch's study. 
That would have saved Djilas from treading s~ precariously 
Oft the ground of "the law of uneven development," which 
.was "discovered by Lenin.'" There is no perceptible dis
agreement between the two treatises, but it is quite appa
.rent that Popovitch, operating in the sphere of economic 
realities, is much closer to the, idea of the universality of 

*M. Djilas: Lenin and Relations between Socialist Coun
tries;' M. Popov-itch: Eco11omic Relatiotts between Socialist 
State~. Published by Yugoslav Publi~hers. 

contemporary economy, the organic interdependence of 
national,conomies, which in reality are all part of a. higher 
entity, world economy, and is therefore dr'awn to the inter." 
national aspect of the buiiding of socialism. . , 

Let us now examine moreclosely( how' each of .the two 
authors elaborates his subject and arrives at his conrlus~ons. 

'* * * ' 
Relations Between Soci,alist Countries', 

In'the/entire first sec~ion of his study, Djilas attempts to 
catalogue Lenin's views 6n what the relations betWeen cOUn
tries and particularly ·between "sbcialis(,countries should 
be, and by· this method highlights the striking contrast be:.. 
tween Leninist do~trine on' this question and the present 
methods of Moscow and the Cominform. By citingpa,ssages 
of well-known writings of'Lenin, de~lingesp~Cially with th'e 
national question and the self-petermination of peoples, 
Djilas proves thatL~nin was for a) th:e ,right of every 
oppressed nationality to have its own independent national 
state if it so desires; b) freedom of choice regardin'g the 
form of' relationships which ev.ery 'people(every state) 
clesi,res to engage in with other states ;(federation,coh~ 
federation, independent states). 

This equality of 'relationships' between. c;ountrieshnd 
between "socialist" countries, in partiCula;, has been com· 
pletely nullified by Moscow which has . substituted for it 
the principle of tJ1e leading nation (in this case the USSR) 
which commands its satellites and imposes upon them ,its 
own views on' all, ClJuestions. That, Djilas corr~ctly says, is 
the complete negation of Leninism and constitutes;;. devia
t\on from' Marxism-Leninism, which' is, not confined to 
the national, q4estion alone but "necessarily spreads like 
an apidemicto all fields of Marxism, from philosophy. and 
the question of culture to the problem of th~ . state and the' 
future of socialist construction." 
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Ther'e would be nothing to add to all this ahd td the 
whole indictment Djilas makes in his 'work against the 
practices of' the Kremlin towards Yugoslavia, the ~ther 
"peoples' democracies" and the Communist Parties in gen
eral, if Djilas had not had the unhappy idea of stuffing 
his analysis \vith the "theory of the law of unevep develop
ment" which he attributes to Lenin. He borrows this con
ception. from earlier studies from Stalinist manuals like 
"The History of the Russian Bolshevik P?rty." According 
to this monument of vulgar Stalinist falsification, the law 
of "uneven development," "unknown". to Ivlarxand Engels 
was "discovered" by Lenin, and this law "deprives" the 
Trotskyist Htheory" of "world revolution" of "reality" 
(p. 46)· 

Djilas' Shuultaneous World Re\'olutioll 

Djilas' ignorance' on this subject leads him. tp create 
(or, ~ore precisely, to, recreate by borrowing elemen~s from 
the Stalinist arsenal) a veritable mythology on what he 
calls the "theory of world revolution." Th~ creators of this 
theory, Djilas says very seriously, "were in reality Parvus 
2nd Rosa Luxemburg: basing themselves on a passage 

the truth about the history of the international workers' 
movement, the Yugoslav militants would do better to go 
to primary sources instead of borrowing their learning and 
their arguments from Stalinist writings and of proceding 
like Djilas, who naively bases his references to "the works 
of Lenin and to his doctrine on imperialism and the revolu
tion" on the version supplied of these works and of this 
doctrine in "The History of the Communist Party {Bolshe
vik)!" (p. 37) 

Djilas finds that "even children" know today "that 
there is no simultaneous world, revolution, that is, one 
embracing the entire world at the same time." (p. 47) We 
can assure him that neither Marx,' nor Rosa Luxemburg 
nor Trotsky ever went through this "infantile" stage in 
the elaboration of their revolutionary theoretical concep
tions. And when Djilas attributes to them his conception 
of "world revolution" he is in reality breaking through 
open doors. There was never any question of a simultaneous 
world revolution, not for Marx, nor Rosa Luxemburg, nor 
Trotsky. Marx had other ideas on the development of the 
revolution, some o( which are stifI valid and others are 
ill part outdated by the present conditions of imperialism. 

from Marx erroneously understood which they defended What Marx Really Said 
in the name of 'permanent revolution'." Later Trotsky 
stole this "theory" from them and circulated it as his The first idea of Marx is that the revolution does not 
own. (p. 47) And of what does the "theory of world revo- halt at its bourgeois democratic stage, but progresses in 
lution (or permanent revolution)" consist, according to constant struggle with all the class forces which want to 
Djilas? In the assertion of '!the impossibility of the vic- restrain it, to limit it to this stage only al)d to prevent it 
tory of the revolution and of socialism in one c;ountry from flowering into a socialist and commUlJist revolution 
without a simultaneous world revolution." (p.47, my (definitively abolishing all forms of class rule). It was in 
emphasis. MP) Later we find a slightly different defini- this sense that Marx spoke of the permanent character of 
tion: "The necessity of unleashing the revolution at the Hie revolution in our epDch (capitalism). This idea estab
same time in the entire world, or in the majority of ad- lished by Marx still remains valid~ and all subsequent ex
vanced countries." (p. 73) perience has confirmed at:ld reinforced it. Moreover, in the 

imperialist epoch, it is impossible to conceive of a ,revolu-
To this "theory," Djilas counterposes the conception tion halting at the democratic stage which would permit 

based on the "law of uneven development" dIscovered by the proletariat to organize peacefully and so gradually, 
Lenin, that is to ~y, the "theory of the possibility and by, broadening the conditions' of democracy, to evolve into 
of the inevitable character of the rev'olution and of so- sOcialism. 
cialis"m, in a single country." This theory "has thus re- This conception, which counterposes the democratic 
placed the theory.of Marx and Engels on the simultaneous stage to the socialist stage is in reality that of reformism 
revolution in several advanced countries which has become and of the vulgar" Marxism" of ~he Mensheviks, etc. This 
outmoded in the conditions of the epoch of imperialism." idea was revived by Stalin and Bukharir. after Lenin's 
(p. 48) '''As everyone knows," Djilas goes on to teach us, ,death and applied with disastrous results jn China (1925-
"Lenin dealt wi'th the question of the world revolution by / 27) and then in Spain. We come across it again as the 
taking as hisb~sis the law of the uneven development and basis of the theory of the "peoples' democracy" as, it was 
the contradictions of capitalism, which come into espe- set forth by the leaders of the USSR and the Communist 
dally bold rdief in the era of imperialism; i.e., h~ deals Parties until their switch 'in December 1948 when they be
with it as a question of th(~breaking of the capitalist 'chain gan to identify "peoples' democracy" with dictatorship of 
sometimes in one place and sometimes in another, as a the proletariat. 
question of the inevitable, possible and necessary unleash- The second idea of Marx wa~ that the revolution would 
ing of the revolution', and of the victory of socialism' first begin first in the most developed and indust.rialized coun-
in sev'eral countries, or even in a single country, and then tries of Europe (England, France, Germany) and then ex
in the other countries." (p. 48) tend to the less developed countries. Marx foresaw this 

There are as mafly errors here as there are words, and because of the dynamism of the bourgeois democratic rev
an unpardonable ignorance, especially for revolutionists elution in these countries, a dynamism capable of pushing 
,'vho are justly indignant at the methods of false informa- the revolution to its socialist phase. We know now that 
tion, lies and slanders introduced by Moscow on so 'gi- the democratic revolutioil of 1848 was unable to turn into 
gantic a scale in the workers' movement. To re-establish a socialist revolution, and for this self-same reason was un-
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able to be consummated as a democratic revolution (i.e. 
to effectively resolve the problems of a bourgeois demo
cratic type). 

Marx was wrong on the timing of the pro~ess 'but no.1 
on its methodological character. Marx never envisaged a 
simultaneous world revolution. He envisaged the possibility 
of a revolution which could triumph in one' country and 
then spread 19 the others, to be sure in a brief span of 
time which experience has now shown us to be much more 
protracted. But not only Mar~ was wrong on the timing 
of the propagation of ·the revolution from one country to 
another; but with him Lenin and the entire Third Inter
nationaL Doesn't Djilas know that Lenin considered the 
victory in Russia as the first stage of the world revolution 
which would rapidly conquer in other' countries, partiCll-'· 
larly Germany, and that the whole policy of the Soviet 
Union and the whole strategy of the Third International 
between ]919 and ]923 in reality revolved around his 
perspective? 

There is no methodological disagreement between Marx 
and Lenin on the development of the revoluti6n, for both 
shared the same understanding of the "uneven develop
ment" of capitalism. However this uneven development in 
Marx' time actually placed the developed I countries of 
Europe closer to the revolution than the backward. coun
tries. To the degree that we enter into the imperialist 
epoch, other links of the capitalist chain become "weaker," 
and therefore more favorable. for the victory of the revolu
tion. 

Law of Uneven Development 
Stalin's ignorance led him to say that the "law of 

uneven development" was first discovered 'by Lenin in 
19] 5. This law in reality is a universal law. characterizing 
the development of all human history, of all societies and 
not specifically capitalism or its imperialist epoch. Man
kind has never progressed 'uniformly neither on the eco
nomic nor on the cultur"al plane. I t has progressed unevenly 
and in a combined manner both between peoples and dif
ferent countries as well as within a given people or coun
try. For example, capitalism developed as a new economic 
and social system on the ground of an extreme diversity, 
of extreme inequality inherited from the past of the dif
ferent countries. 

C'apitalism did not abolish this uneven progress in its 
development; it acted upon it in a dialectic way which the 
Stalinist theoreticians never understood or never wanted 
to· understand, for this knowledge was radically contrary 
to th~ir theory of "socialism in one country." On one side, 
capitalism, by extending itself over the world, by moving 
from country to country, from metropolis to the colonies, 
brings the economic and cultural levels of 'the different 
cc;>untries closer together and tends to equalize them. 

But in this process, capitalism uperates by its own 
methods which are not those of cooperation. and of har
monious and balanced international pla.nning; ,by its 
anarchic and ~ntagonistic character, it sets one country 
~.gaihst another, and within each country one branch of 
economy against another, in one place promoting the de-

velopment of certain productive and cultural forces; and 
in other places stopping or even brutally destroying them. 

~rom this dialectical operation of the law of uneven 
development there results a complicated, combined process, 
bot/; unifying and centrifugal, both equalir,ing and dif
ferentiating. rar from moderating the dialectical unity of 
these two opposing tendencies, imperialism strengthens 
and deepens their content.. The uneven development of 
imperialism makes possible and even inevitable the break
ing of its chain at its weakest links, i.e., in the countries 
which have accumulated the most explosive charge of con
tradictions, countries which are often the most backward. 
I-ience- flows the possibility of the victory of the revolution 
in a single country without a simultaneous world revolu
tion (or without a revolution simultaneously victorious 
in J large number of advanced countries). 

Interdependence of All Counlric!o; 
But the uneven d~velopment of the imperialist chain 

should not lead us to overlook the chain itself, arising 
from the organic interdependence of all countries, tied by 
3. thousand links over the whole expanse of capitalist de
velopment and the formation of world economy, the world 
market, the international division of labor. Consequently 
When speaking of uneven development one must not con
clude that one country is independent in relation to the 
others. 

When Djilas tries to. deduce the possibility of the vic
tory of the revolution and of socialism in a single country 
from "the law of uneven development" he is repeating a 
Stalinist assertion which gained currency in the workers' 
movement only after Lenin's death. 

The uneven resistance of different capitalist countries 
to the pressllre of the revolution permits its triumph, i.e., 
the taking of power in' a single country, often a backward 
country. But the organic interdependence (which is now 
greater than ever) of all countries..in the imperialist epoch 
does not permit the economic isolation of one country from 
the rest of the world market and thereby permit the build
ing of socialism in each country separately with its own 
forces and on the basis of its own resources. 

\Vorld economy today does not consist of the juxta
position of autonomous national economic units. It is a 
higher economic entity than the national units of which 
they are organic parts. And if this is the case for' capital
ism, socialism, which will be characterized by an infinitely 
superior development of the productive forces than that of 
the most advanced capitalist country (now, the United 
States) can even less be conceived as the juxtaposition of 
<Jutonomous national socialist \.111 its. 

It mllst 'also be understood that "the law of uneven 
development" also operates within each country by caus
ing the inadequate development 01 certain economic sec
tors on the one hand, and the "excessive" development of 
other economic sectors on the other hand. Only the equi
librium established by the world market can absorb sur
pluses and make up for the inadequacies of each national 
economy. The productive forces might not conflict with the 
national boundaries only if "the socialist country" is con-
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ceived _ of in the sense, of a Mal~husian and austerity pol
icy which equalites and ((socialites" poverty and delibe
rately obstructs the development of certain 'produc~ive 
forces. 

Reactionary Utopia of National Sociali81n 
To build, that is to complete socialism in a single 

ceuntry, must, according to Marxist doctrine, signify the 
disappearance' of classes which is possible only in a so
ciety of material abundance. To complete socialism, to 
build a socialist society, signifies arriving at tHe threshold 
of the stage where, thanks to material abunda:nce, it will 
be possible to apply the maxim of "from each according 
to his abilities, to, each according to his needs."; Such an 
aim is unrealizable in each country separately, even if that 
country is Russia for which Stalin in 1924 evolved the 
theory of "socialism in one country" on the assumption 
that its exceptional "material resources" were "necessary 
~lI1d sufficient'" for this task. * 

Thirty ye~rs of effort since the Octoher Revolution 
have not sufficed "to build socialism in the USSR." Despite 
the lying.declarations of the imposters who lead the USSR 
and the Communist parties, that country is still extremely 
far from socialism, ,the great majority of Russian workers 
and peasants still live in conditions of poverty" and only 
a thin layer of the population, some millions of, hu-reau
crats enjoy a standard of riving comparable to that of the 
bourgeoisie of the capitalist countries. 

Thanks to the size and wealth of its territory," the 
USSR wag able to permit, itself an autarchic experiment, 
naturally to the greatest detriment of the standard of liv
ing of the great mass of the population. But what would 
happen to a country like Yugoslavia, Greece,' Rumania, 
Hungary, etc., which attempts to tibuild socialism" by it
self? \Vhat sense could such an undertaking hC1.ve? In 
every step they take in the reconstruction of their econ
omies, all these countries literally depend on the extern411 
aid of their exchange with the world market. t 

Thus, whenever the Yugoslav leaders speak of the pos~ 
sibility of the tivictory of socialism" and of the ,tibuilding 
of socialism'~ in a single country, there is an ambigui,ty.: 

*Lenin never spoke of the possibility of buildjng, of com
pleting socialism in a "single country." Lenin often used the 
expression, "victory of socialism in one country," either in the 
sense of the possibility of the victory of the revolution in one 
country, of the taking of power in a country, or in the sense 
of the necessary and sufficient political prerequisites (statif
ication of' the means of production, dictatorship· of the prole
tariat, etc.) for building socialism in a country. This is clear 
to any carefl,ll reader of Lenin's writings, who has freed him
self of the scholastic Menshevik method and of the dishonesty 
of the Stalinist leaders, who by ni,1g'ing quotations' and 
phraseE? arbitrarily torn from context, try to "prove this or 
that." 

tThe case of Yugoslavia itself is very striking; it' actually 
trades with 46 countries and its reconstruction effort is ac, 
tually maintained only thanks to exchanges with the worh 
market. What would happen to Yugoslavia if, for eXample, 
ther~ was added to the. present blockade by the USSR and 
the other "people's democracies" a more or less general 
blockade by the capitalist countri~s? 

Either they mean simply that the victory of the proletarian 
revolution and the beginning of the buitding of ~ocialism
the national elements of ~he international socialist society 
of tomorrow-are possible in a single country, and we are 
,perfectly in ag'reement on this p<yint*';or they want to make 
ll~ believe that they will succceli in completing a socialist 
society 'within the national boundaries of Yugoslavia. In 
the later case, their whole orientation is natural~y false and 
can o'nly lead to .. repetition of the nationaI'ist deviation 
which we have seen in' the USSR and which has served 
in reality as "theoretical" camouflage for the Soviet bu
reaucracy. 

It is true that neither Djilas, nor Popovitch, deny the 
need for close econOmic colla~ration with other countries, 
particularly the "peoples' democracies" and the USSR. It 
is even true that, Popovitch considers, that 'in the absence 
of such collaboration and with the maintenance of rela4 

tions only with capitalist countries', socialist development 
in each country will be greatly "hampered." Nevertheles,s, 
the ambiguity. on the meaning of "socialist GOl)struction" 
remains, and the Yugoslav le<hiers have nowhere attempted 
to clarify it. Tris is a cardinal point, one which can be-, 
come the point of crystallization for a full-blown, op
portunist position with all its consequences for the internal 
and external policy of .Yugoslavia and its relations with 
the international workers' movement. 

Distortion of '~Perll1anent Revolution'~ 

I t is impossible to ignore the way that Djilas presents 
the "theory of permanent revolution"· which Trotsky pre
sumably "stole" 'from Parvus and Rosa Luxemburg. Trot
~kY' never concealed what he borrowed from other Marxist 
theoreticians beca4se he never presumed to elaborate his 
line without basing himself on all -the positive achieve
ments of Marxist thought (and of human thOl~ght in gen
eral). 111 1905, the period of the elaboration of his ·theory 
of the permanent revolutio~l, Trotsky had views concern
ing the Russian Revolution of 1905 which wer'e c.10sebut 
110t identical to th0se of Parvus (the German Marxist 
who had achieved a certain standing before his' degenera
tion). ~(A1nong other things, Parvus assigned exclusively 
democratic tasks to the dictatorship of ,the proletariat 
while Trotsky specified that'the dictatorship of the prole
tariat would combine the solut\on of those tasks with 

*Thel!e is nothing pessjm~stic about this perspective. On 
the' contrary, it is the only realistic, the only true perspective, 
one which consolidates the revolution on the national scale 
while awaiting its extension on the international arena. In 
reality it signifies the following otie~tation: Instead of pur
suing the, utopian aim of building, within national boundaries, 
a "socialist society" independent of world economy, the aitn is 
to attain the most favorable tempo ·of socialist construction 
from t'l-te point of 'riew of c0nd;tions, TI9-mely those which 
flow from i~ternal and' external economic conditions, by 
strengthening· the .positioh· of the proletariat, by preparing 
the national elem'ents 6f the future international socialist so
ciety and· at ,the . same time aftd above all systematically ini
provin~ the standard of living of the proletaria(and strength
ening Its ties with the non-exploiting masses of the country
side. 
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placing socialist tasks and their solution on the order of 
the day.) 

The theory of the permanent revolution, in its elabo
rated and .systematized form, belongs' exclusively to Trot
sky who knew how to develop and synthesize into a coherent 
whole the scattered views of Marx and Lenin on the mech
anism and dynamics of the proletarian revolution in Ollr 
epoch as well as the practIcal experiences of the interna
tional wor1<ers' movement on this point. 

Some of the Yugoslav leaders have,· ~hanks to the ex
perience of their own revolution in Yugoslavia, very co·r
rectly grasped two of the elements of the per.manent r.evo
lution, namely: a) That the democratic tasks (independence 
and national unity, agrarian reform, etc.) )ead to the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and that it alone is capable 
o/resolving tbem, besides placing the socialist tasks them
selves on the order of the day; b) that once having 
triumphed, the revolution does not stop, it is not ended, 
but is in constant internal struggle against all opponent 
fcrces, and over a lengthy period transforms social rela
tions (on the economic, tecl1nical, scientific, moral plane, 
etc). 

The third element of the permanent revolution which 
the Yugoslavs do not yet seem to understand consists in 
the international character of the proletarian revolution 
in our epoch, namely: that the revolution begun in an 
isolated country, progresses through internal and external 
difficulties which increase simultaneously with successes 
registered in the building of socialism and which are only 
finally resolved wth the victory of the proletariat over- an 
·area embracing a decisive part of world economy. Viewed 
in this way, a reyolution on a national scale is not an end 
in itself but only a link in the' international chain. 

These three elements form a coherent and organic 
whole, and this is the theory of the perma!1ent revolution, 
which it must be said has been atrociously distorted 'by 
Djilas. 

*' :I: 

'A final word on the explanation given by Djilas of the 
"revisionism" of the leaders of the USSR and the Comin
form. 

Up to now, Djilas along with all the Yugoslav· leaders 
~eem to attribute this "revisionism" to a lack of understand· 
ing on the part of the leaders of the USSR, to "their re
fusal to understand what is essentially new in present con
ditions." (p. 123) Popovitch refers to the "revisionism" 
uf the Second International and to the ((coup de grace" it 
received ftom Lenin. But in the case of( the Second "Inter
natioo'al, Lenin explained its revisionism and its opportun
ism precisely bi exposin~ tbeireconomic and social roots 
in the corruption of the workers' leaders (trade union and 
political) and of a whole layer of the proletariat, thanks to 
the superprofits of imperialism; by the formation of a 
li:orkers' bureaucracy based on the '·'aristocracy of labor.." 

A similar phenomenon has appeared in the USSR, 
namely, the for~mation, under conditions of prolonged 
isolation of the USSR and its backwardness, of a power
ful bureaucratic strata which has raised itself materially 
and politically over the masses of the workers l which has 

become omnipotent and follows a domestic and foreign 
pelicy which reflects only its own interests, necessarily 
distinct and ev~n hostile to those of the Russian proletariat 
and the world proletariat. So long as the Yugoslav leaders 
do, not grasp this sociological explanation of the revision
im1 they "speak 'of, they will remain in the sphere of ·ef· 
feelS, epiphenomena and not the primary and profound 
callses of the evil. * 

* * * 
E('ononli(~~ of \Vorld Exploitation 

'rhe aim of Popovitch's study is to set forth two main 
iaeas: a) that under the conditions of the world capitalist 
market, the more developed nations exploit the more back
ward' countries from the twofold vantage point of prices 
and the structure of exchange; b) that in its relations with 
the "peoples' democracies," the USSR, intead of altering 
thes~ capitalist conditions of trade and welding all these 
countries economically into a "socialist bloc" which could 
attenuate the effects of the world market on them, main· 
tains and ~vcn often aggravates these capitalist trade prac
tises. 

Popovitch analyzes the first point in detail. He shows 
the concrete mechanism of world trade through which the 
exploitation of backward countries is effected by the more 
industrialized ones, and how· there is actually established 
a hierarchy among all the countries, in which those pos
sessing an organic composition of capital above that of the 
world average, obtain, thanks to the formation of ,world 
prices, a superprofit at the expense of countries whose 
organic composition of capital' is .lower than the world 
average. t 

The exploitation of countries in this category is not 
limited to the question of prices but also extends to the 

';'1n the la~t is~me of the magazine Communist, theoretical 
organ' of the Yugoslav CP, there appears the first installment 
of an article called "Some questions on ciitici:;m and self
criticj~m in the USSR," which seems to grapple with the lwob
lem of the Sodet bureaucracy and the internal situation in 
the USSR. Unfortunately we have only a synopsis of the ar
ticle. The writer accuses the Kremlin of leading the USSR in 
H manner "unbelievable for a socialist country," and em
phasizes the fact that the foreign policy of a country- is only 
an expression of its domestic policy. The writer denounces 
the situation in which critich~m of aspects of Sovi~t life is 
monopolized by the Central Committee of the Russian Bolsh~
vik Party and by Stalin in particular; this monopoly make:; 
all "conflict of opinion" impossible. Throughout the country, 
the leaders- conduct themselves as aristocrats "strangling 
even the economic development of the people." 1'his monopoly 
by the leaderi;l leads to the exploitation and subjugation of 
the Soviet masses. We shall probably l'eturn to this study 
\vhich appcm·s to he the most advanced in its criticism and 
undet'standing of the leaders of the USSR and lheir polic~-

In accord with the Marxist. theol'Y of value, he take!; into 
eunsidel'atioll the ~odally necessary labor time Oil a world scale 
in the formation of' world price~. It follows that national in
equalities in the intensity and prQductivity of labor operate 
in favor of the developed countries to the detriment of back
\vardcountries, autl that as a result, as Marx said, "the fa
yored countries (the more developetl ones) receive more labor 
in exchange f01' Ie!)s labor." 
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strz'('cture of exchange, the. countries in question exporting 
only raw ,materials and agricultural products. 

As the capitalist era evolves, this twofold exploitation 
hecomes aggravated bec~use the monopolies exercise their 
influence over the world market in the following two ways: 
"a) ~y increasing the price' of finished goods that the 
capiialist monopolies produce and sell to the backward 
countries; b) by reducing the price of ·agricultural raw 
materials furnished by the less developed countries and 
by the colonies." (p. 25) , 

Different economic relations ought to prevail between 
"socialist cO,lmtries"; according to Popovitch they should 
consist of the following; a) In each backward country 
the capital funds produced by the workers should be de
termined and .not be permitted to be syphoned off through 
inequitable exchanges with other. more developed coun
,tries. In other words, the more developed socialist coun
tries should avoid' exploiting the less. developed socialist 
countries. The more developed socialist countries should 
give real economic assistance to the less developed ones 
which is' impossible if th~y trade and, grant loans accord
ing to capitalist rules of profit. 

"Inequali~y, Plunder, Exploitati()n" 
"Real ~conornicequality," Popovitchstates "does not 

exist among present socialist countries, the USSR and the 
other p'eoples' democrac.ies." (p. 120) ·'J.~stead there is in
equality; plunder and exploitation." H~ says (pp. 134.-35)· 
that "socialist", relations are ne~essa:ry.· for two principal 

reasons: a) So that the development of the productive 
forces of ,socialism in a given country are not "obj.ectively 
hampered and curbed to a great degree" by subjeCtion to 
the laws of the capitalist world market; b) so that' they 
can effectively and even successfully cdunterpose to the 
world cap'italist market a soci~list bloc, a "union of sodal .. 
ist states with equal rights forming an eCbnomic \vhole" 
whose \'ery constitution \vould "demonstrate its vital and 
fa' superior force to. that of imperialism" and would de
liver. "the most effective blow" to the Marshall Plan and 
to the other imperialist plans. 

The understanding which Popovitch brings to this ques
tion,'although it still does not lead him to the conclusion 
of the utopian and completely irrational character of the 
building of "socialism in one· country," is completed, by 
another progressi'{e point which we believe necessary to 
underscore. 

"The internationalism of the communist parties of the 
capitalist countries," he writes, (p. 113) '~should above all 
be that of a stubborn intransigent struggle against their 
capitalism, against their bourgeoisie, which at the same 
time· constitutes the most effective and the most real aid 
they can furnish the countries 'which are building social~ 
ism." 

This conception essentially differs from that of the 
Stalinist leaders of the USSR who in practice assign as 
the first task ~f the internation~l proletariaJ "the defense 
of the USSR" throug~ tbe medium of compromises and 
pre~sure on !he bourgeoisie of each country. 

!'--Arsenal of Marxism----....... --------...... ---...... -~ 

Peasant War • In China 
,--------------------------ByLEONTROTSKY----------------~------~ 

EDITOR'S . NO'TE: The triumph of 
the' . Chinese peasant . armies led by the 
Stalinist Mao Tze-tung over the Chiang 
'Kai-shek regime lends particular time
liness to the re-publication of. this article 
by' Leon Trotsky. It was writ~en,eighteen 
years ,ago as a .letter to the· Chinese Trot
skyists and deals primarily with the peas-' 
ant revolts ,'in that, country which w~re 
then becoming the subject of considera-

,hIe' interest and comment. 

After the defeat of the Second Chi
nese R~volution' (1925-1927)-d\le prin
cipally to the capitulation of Stalin's 
eomint,ern. to Chiang. Kai:"she~-theChi
nese Stalinists turned their backs on 
the cities and the city' workers. They 
quit the urban centers almost entirely 
to try to gain .leadership over, the peas~ 
a:ntry, whose risings followed belatedly 
in the wake of the. defeats of the pro
leta.riat in the cities. 

By 1932, the peasant bands under· Stal-

inist command, which. they had named 
tJ:1e "Red Anny" had won control over 
a fairly large area called "Soviet China." 
After the second Stalinist, d~'al with 
Chiang in 1937, the armies and the area 
it controlled were re·named to harmonize 
with the People's Ftont policy, names 
which were in fact, more in accord with 
their real class character. 

In all essentiais '.trotsky's predictions 
have literally proved prophetjc . .The peas
ant armies un4er Stalini~t leadership c 

conquered the big cities, as an anti
proletarian forc;e. The, class character· of 
the Mao Tze-tun~ regi~e i.s shaped by ~its 
peasant, i.e. ita petty-bourgeois, base, 
rather than by its ritual ~cceptance ,of 
Marxism, the science pf the, .wor-king class 
in its struggle fQr $ocialism, ,The conflict 

with the wor~en beca~e an actuality in 
the very first city that Mao~s troops 
entered., 

While the peasants had been granted 
certain· reforms such as division of the 
land, reduction of rent and ,interest, 
workers' demands for an improvement 
of . their terri~le conditions have 'beep 
brutallY' denied by the Stalinist war
lords. Strikes h a v e be~ violently 
smashed, the "ringleaders" executed and 

'the workers 'driven hack to the factories 
and ordered to "work harder." For re
ports of such incidents we refer the 
rea~er to the report from llong KongA' 
in the December Fourth International, 
t~ C. Liu's article in the current is
sue. 

these were further, confirm,ed by. Drew 
Peatson who ~ote in his column on 
FebrU'ry 12th th~t a riot of 20,000 
textile, work~r$ in. J'anl1ary in Shanghai 
h'ad been suppressed by troops With 
machine guns and the arrest of 100 
workers. During their struggle against 
the cancellation (in effect) of their an-
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nual bonus, the workel's tore down pic
tures of Mao Tze-tung and Chu Teh. 

ists bears in itself an inner tendency 
toward transformation into a class strug-
gle." The report does not say that the Stal

inists accused the workers of' being 
"counter-revolutionary Trotskyists" but 
we know from rich experience thai this 
is how they chal'actel'ize all 'working 
(~lass and revolutionary resistance to 
their reactional'Y policies. For as Trot
sky points out the "strug'gle between ... 
the Stalinists and the Bolshevik-Lenin-

The readel' should beal' in mind that 

tion "Left Opposition" was changed in 

1934 after Hitler's rise to power had 
proved that reform of the Communist 
Pal'ties was no longer possible. New 
revolutionm'y parties and an interna
tional h~ld to be created, Similarly life 
itself had demonstrated that the char
acteri'zation of. Stalil'lism as "bureau
cratic centrism" was no longer valid; it 
had become· an open counteJ'-revolution
al'Y force, 

this letter was written in 1932 when the 

Trotskyists still considered themselves 

a faction of the Communist Internation

al and the Communist Parties, whose 

chief aim was to b.ri~lg about the Marx

ist reform of these parties. The designa-

Dear Comrades: 
After a long delay we received your letter of June 1;. 

Needless to say we were overjoyed by the revival and the 
renascence of the Chinese Left Opposition after the most 
ferocious police per:::.ecutions it had endured, So far as 
one may judge from here, handicapped as we are by ex
treme lack of informatiun, the position expressed in your 
letter correspOllds to ours. 

Our irreconcilable attitude toward the vulgar demo
cratic Stalinist position on the peasant movement has, of 
course, nothing in common with a careless or passive atti
tude to the peasant movement it.self. The Manifesto of the 
International Left Opposition ("The Tasks and Perspect
ives of the Chinese Revolution"), that was issued two 
years ago and that evaluated the peasant movement in the 
~outhern provinces of China, declared: "The Chinese revo
lution, betrayed, crushed and bled white, gives us proof 
that it is alive, Let us hope that the time is not far off 
when it shall once again lift up its proletarian head." 
Further on, it says: "The far-flung flood of peasant in
surrections can unquestionably provide the impulse for the 
revival of political struggle in the industrial· centers, On 
this we bank firmly." 

Your letter bears witness that uncler the influence of 
the crisis and of the Japanese intervention, against the 
background of the peasant war, struggle of the city worl,
crs is flaring up once again. In the Manifesto we wrote on 
this score with the necessary caution. "No one can foretell 
whether the bulwarks of the peasant uprisings will main
tain themselves without a break through the course of 
that extended period which will be required by the proleta
rian vanguard (Q gather its own strength, to lead the work
ing class into the battle, and to align its struggle for power 
with the general offensive of the peasants against their 
most imm~diate enemies." 

At the present time, it is obvious, there are substantial 
ground for expressing the hope that-through a correct 
policy-it will be possible to fuse the workers, and the 
urban movement, in general, ,with the peasant war; and 
this would constitute the beginning of the third Chinese 
revolution. But meanwhile this still remc~ins only a hope 
and not a certainty, The most importallt work lies ahead. 

In this letter I should like to pose only one question, 
which appears to !!le, at least from afar, to be important 
~nd acute to the greatest degree, Once again I must re
mind you that the. information at my disposal is alto
gether insufficient, accidental and disjointed. 1 would in
deed welcome all amplifications and corrections. 

The peasant movement has created its own armies, ha~ 
seized great territories and has installed its own institu
tIOns, In the event of further successes-and all of us, of 
course, passionately desire such successes-the movement 
will become linked up with the urban and industrial cen
te,rs and, through that very fact, it will come face to face 
\vith the working class. What will be the nature of this 
tncoun ter? Is' it certain that its character will be pe'aceable 
,md friendly? 

At first glance the question might appear to be super
fluous. The peasant movement is headed by Communists 
lit sympathizers, Isn't it self-evident that in the event of 
their coming together the workers and the peasants must 
unanimously unite under the Communist banner? 

The Russian Experience 
Unfortunately the question is not at all so simple. Let 

me refer to the experience of Russia, Outing the years of 
the civil war the peasantry in various parts of the country 
created its own guerrilla detachments, which sometimes 
grew into full-fledged armies, Some of these detachments 
considered theJ.l1selves Bolshevik, and were often led by 
workers. Others remained non-party and most often were 
led by former non-commissioned officers from among the 
peasantry, There was also an "anarchist" army under the 
command of Makhno. 

So long as the guerrilla armies operated in the rear of 
the \Vhite Guards, they served the cause of the revolution, 
Some of them were distipguished by exceptional heroism 
;md fortitude, But within the cities these armies often came 
into conflict with the workers and with the local party or
ganizations, Conflicts also arose during encounters of the 
partisans with the regular Red Army, and in some instances 
they took an extremely pa.inful and sharp character. 

The grim experience of the civil war demonstrated to 
llS the necessity of disarming peasant detachments im
mediately after the Red Army occupied provinces which 
had been cleared of the \Vhite Guards. In these cases, the 
best, the most class conscious and disciplined elements 
were absorbed into the ranks of the Red Army, But a con
siderable portion of the partisans s~rived to maintain an in
dependent existence and often came into direct armed con
flict with the Soviet power, Such was the case with the 
anarchist army of Makhno, entirely kulak in spirit, But 
that was not the sole instance; many peasant detachments, 
which fought splendidly enough against the restoration 
of the landlords, became transformed after victory in~() 
an instrument of counter-revolution. 
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Regardless of their origin in each isolated instance~ 
whether caused by conscious provocation of the White 
Guards, or by tactlessness of the Commullists or by an un
favorable combination of circumstances--the conflicts be
tween armed peasants and workers were rooted in one and 
the same social soil: the difference between the class posi
tion and training of the workers, and of the peasants. The 
workers apprQaches questions from the socialist standpoint; 
the peasant's viewpoint is petty bourgeois. The worker 
strives to socialize the property that is taken away from the 
exploiters; the peasant seeks to divide it up. The worker 
desires to put to common use palaces and parks; whereas 
the peasant, insofar as he cannot divide them, inclines to 
burhing the palaces and cutting down the parks. The 
worker strives to solve problems on a national scale and in 
accordance with a plan; the peasant, on the other hand, 
approaches all problems on a local scale, and takes a hostile 
atti~ude to centralized planning, etc. 

It is understood that a peasant also is capable of rais
ing himself to the socialist viewpoint. Under a proletaria'n 
tegime ever larger masses of peasants become re-educated 
in the socialist spirit. But this requires time, years, even 
decades. It should be borne in mind that in the initial 
stages of revolution, contradictions between proletarian 
socialism and peasant individua1ism often take on an ex
tremely acute character. 

Leadership Molded by Environnlent 
But after all aren't there Communists at the head of the 

Chinese Red Armies? Doesn't this alone exclude the pos
sibility of conflicts between the peasant detachments and 
the workers' organizations? No, that does not exclude it. 
The fact that individual Communists are in the leader
ship of the present armies does not at all transform the 
social character of these armies, even if their Communist 
leaders bear a definite proletarian stamp. And how do mat
ters . stand in China? 

Among the Communist leaders of Red detachments 
there are indubitably many dec1assed intellectuals and 
semi-intellectuals who }lave not gone through the school 
of proletarian struggle, For two or three years they live 
the lives of partisan commanders and commissars, tbey 
wage battles, seize territories, etc. They absorb the spirit 
of their environment. Meanwhile the majority of the rank 
and file Communists in the Red detachments un question
D.bly consists of peasants, who assume the name Commun
ist in all honesty and sincerity but who in actuality remain 
revolutionary paupers or 'revolutionary petty proprietors. 
In politics he who judges by denominations and labels and 
not by social fads is lost. All the more so, when the pol
itics concerned is carried out arms in hand. 

The true Communist party is the organization of the 
proletarian vanguard. Meanwhile, we must not forget that 
the working class of China during the last four years has 
been kept in an oppressed and ~morphous condition and 
only recently has it evinced signs of revival. It is one thing 
when the Communist party, firmly resting upon the flower 
of the urban prolefariat, strives, through the workers, to 
lead the peasant war. It is an altogether different thing 

when a few thousand or even tens of thousands of revolu
tionists assume the leadership of the peasant war and are in 
reality Communists or take that name, without having 
serious support from the proletariat. This is precisely the 
situation in China. 'rhis acts to augment in the extreme the 
danger of conflicts between the workers and the armed 
peasants. In any event, there will be no dearth, one may 
rest assured, of bourgeois provocateurs. 

In Russia', in the eopch of civil war, the proletariat 
was already in power in the greater part of the country; 
the leadership in the struggle was in the hands of a strong 
and tempered party; the entire commanding apparatus of 
the centralized Red Army was in the hands of the workers. 
Notwithstanding all this, the peasant detachments, incom
rarably weaker than the Red Army, often came into con
flict with it, after it victoriously moved into peasant guer
rilla sectors. 

Heavy Illfluen(~e ofPeasalllry 
I n China the situation is radically different, and more

over completely to the disadvantage of the workers. In 
the most important regions of China the power is in the 
hands of bourgeois militarists. In other regions, in the 
hands of leaders of armed peasants. Nowhere is there any 
proletarian power as yet. The trade unions are weak. The 
influence of the party among the workers is insignificant. 
The peasant detachments, flushed with victories they have 
achieved, stand under the wing of the Comintern. They 
call themselves, "the Red Army," i.e., they identify them
selves with the armed forces of the Soviets. What results 
consequently is that the revolutionary peasantry of China, 
in the person of its ruling stratum, seems to have appro
priated to itself beforehand the po~itical and moral capital 
which should by the nature of things belong to the Chinese 
workers. Isn't it possible that things may turn out so that 
all this capital will be directed at a certain moment against 
the workers? 

Naturally, the peasant poor-and in China they con
stitute the overwhelming majority-to the extent they think 
politically-and thes-e comprise a small minority-sincerely 
and passionately desire alliance and friendship with the 
workers. But the peasantry, even when armed,' is incapable 
of conducting an independent policy. 

Occupying in daily life an intermediate, indeterminate 
and vacillating position, the peasantry, in decisive mo
ments, can follow either the proletariat or the bour
geoisie. The peasantry does not find the road to the pro
letariat ~asily but only after a series of mistakes and de
feats. The bridge between the peasantry and the bourgeoisie 
is provided by the urban petty bourgeoisie, chiefly by the 
intellectuals, who commonly come forward under the ban
ner of Socialism and even Communism. 

Danger of Peasant-Worker Conflicts 
The commanding stratum of the Chinese "Red Army" 

has no doubt succeeded in inculcating itself with the habit 
of issuing commands. The absence of a strong revolutionary 
party and of mass organizations of the proletariat renders 
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control ove~ the commanding stratum virtually impossible. 
The commanders and commissars appear in the guise of 
absolute masters of the sitvation and upon occupying cities 
will be rather apt to look down from above upon the 
workers. The) dem'lnds of the workers might often appear 
to .them either inopportune or ill-advised. 

Nor should one forget such "trifles" as the fact that 
within cities, the staffs a,nd offices of the victorious armies 
are established not in the proletarian huts but in the finest 
city buildings, in the houses and apartments of the bour" 
geoisie; and all this facilitates the inclination of the upper 
stratum of the peasant armies to feel itself part of the 
"cultured" and "educated" classes, ,nowise the proletariat. 

Thus, in China, the causes and grounds for confiicts 
between the army, which is, peasant in composition' and 
petty bourgeois in leadership, and the workers" not only 
are not eliminated but 6n the contrary all the circum
stances are such as to greatly increase the possibility and 
even the inevitability' of such conflicts; and, in addition 
the chances of the proletari~t' are in advance far less fa
vorable'than was the case in Russia. 

'rrom the theoretical and political side, the danger is 
increasedrnanifold because the 'Stalinist b\.lfeaucracy cov
t'rs up' the contraqictory situation by its slogan' of "demo
cratic dictatorship" of workers and peasants. Is it possible 
to conceive of, a snare more attractive in appearance and 
more perfidious in essence? T'he epigones do their thinking 
not by means of social concepts, btlt by means of stereo
typed phrases; formalism is the basic tra.it of bureaucracy. 

The' Russian Narodniki ("Populists")' used to accuse 
the Russian Marxists of "ignoring" the peasaptry, ,of not 
carrying on work in the villa.ges, etc.' To this the Marxists 
replied: /I\Ve will arouse and organize the advanced work .. 
c'rs and through the workers we shall arouse the peasants." 
Such'in general is the only conceh-:able road for the prole
tC!rian party. 

Not the Road of Russian Marxists 

The Chinese Stalinists h'\ve'acted otherwise. During the 
revolution of 19~5-27 the'y subordiriateq dfrectly and im
mediately the interests of the \vorkers and the peasants to 
the iritere~ts of the national bourgeoisie. In the years of the 
counter-revolution tpey passed 'over from the proletariat 
to the peasantry'; i.e., they undertook that role which \Vas 
fulfiiled in mir country by the S.R.ls when they we're still 
J. revolutionary patty. Had the Chinese Communist Party 
concentrated it~ efforts fot the last 'few years in the cities, 
in industry, 'in the'railToads; had it sustained 'the trade 
nnions, the educational clubs anddrcles; had it, without 
hi"eaking off from the workers, taught them to understand 
wh'at\vas, occurring iIt the .villages,-the share of the' prole
tariat -in the gen'eral correlation of- forces wouid have been 
incomparably more ,favorab.le, today. 

The party ~ctuany to~ itself away from its class. 
Thereby in th.e last analysis it can c'ause injury to the 
peasantry -as' well. -For should the proletariat continue to 
remain 'on' the sideline~, Without organ'ization, without, 
leadership, then the peasant war even' if" fully victorious 
will inevitably arrive in a blind alley. 

In old China every victorious peasant revolution was 
concluded by the creation of a new dynasty, and subse
quently also by a new group of large proprietors; the 
movement was caught in a vicious circle. Under the pres
ent conditions the peasan.t war by itself without the direct 
leadership of th~ proletarian vanguard c:anonly pass on the 
power to a new bourgedis clique,. some "Left" Kuomintang 
or other, "a third party," etc., etc.,> which in practice will 
differ very little from the Kuomintang of Chiang-Kai-' 
shek. And this would signify' in turn a new massacre of 
the workers \vith the weapons of "democratic dictator
ship." 

Conclusions forProgranl 

\Vhat then are the conclusions that follow from all this? 
'~'he first conclusion is that one must boldly and openly 
face the facts as they are. The peasant movement is a 
mighty revolutionary factor, insofar as it is directed 
against the large landowners, militarists, feudalistsand 
usurers. But in the, peasant mo~ement itself are very pmver
ful proprietary and reactionary tendencies and at a certain 
stage it can become hostile to the workers, and sustain that 
hostility already equipped with arms. He \vhQ forgets 
about the dual, nature of the peasantry is not a Marxist. 
The advanced workers must be taught to dislingui'sh from 
.1mong "communist" labels and banners the actual social 
processes. 

The activities of the" Red Armies" m~st be, attentively, 
followed, and the workers must be given a' detailed ex
planation of the course, significanc,e and perspectives of 
the peasant war; and the'immediate demands and the tasks 
of the proletaria.t must be tied up with the sl~gans for the 
liberation of the peasantry. ' 

On the bases of our o\.v'n observations, reports and other 
documents we must painstakingly study the life processes of 
the 'peasant armies and the regime establishec.l in the re
gions oocupied by them; we must discover in living fact~ the 
contradictory class tendencies and clearly ,point out to, the 
workers the t~ndencies we support and those we oppose. 

\Ve must follow the interrelatrons betweoo the Red 
Armies and the .local workers with ,special care, without 
overlooking even the min()r misunderstandings between 
them. \Vithin the framework of isolated cities and regions, 
conflicts, even if acute, might appear to be insignificant 
local episodes. But with the development of events, class 
conflicts may take on a national scope and lead the revo
lution to a catastrophe, i.e., to a new mass~cre of the work
ers by the peasants, hoodwinked by the bourgeoisie. The 
history of revolutions is full of such exaniples. 

The more clearly the advanced work~rs understand the 
living dialectic of the class interrelatiol}s of the proletariat. 
t he peasantry and the bourgeoisie, all the more confidently 
will they seck unity with the peasant strata closest to them, 
the more successfully wjll they counteract the counter
rf'/olutionary provocateurs, within the peasant armies 
themselves as well as within the cities. 

The trade union and the party nuclei ,mutbe built up; 
tbe advanced workers must be educated, the proletarian 
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vanguard must be fused together and must be drawn into 
the battle. 

\Ve must turn to all the members of the official Com
fnunist party with words of explanation and challenge. It 
is quite probable that the rank and fil~ Communists who 
have been led. astray by the Stalinist faction will not un
derstand us at once. The bureaucrats will set up a howl 
:tbout our "underestimation" of the peasantry, perhaps even 
:tbout our' "hostility" to the peasantry. (Chernov always 
acc~lsed Lcnin of being hostile to the peasantry.) Nat
urally, slIch howling will not confuse the Bolshevik-Lenin
ists. When prior to April 1927 we warned against the in
evitable coup d'etat of Chiang Kai-shek, the· Stalinists 
accused us of hostility to the Chinese national revolution. 
Events have demonstrated who was right. Events will 
provide a confirmation this time as well. 

The Left Opposition ma'y turn out too weak to direct 
events in the interests of the proletariat at the present 
stage. But we are sufficiently strong right now to point oul 
to the workers the correct way and, by depending upon the 
development of the class struggle, to demonstrate to the 
workers our correctness ctnd politiCal insight. Only in this 
manner can a revolutionary party gain the confidence of 
the workers, only thus will it grow, become strong and take 
its place at the head of the national masses. 
PRINKIPO, September 1932. 

* * 
P.S. I n order to express my ideas as clearly as possi-

ble, let me sketch the following variant which is theoret
ically quite possible. 

Let us assume that the Chinese Left Opposition carries 
on in the near future widespread and successful work 
:1mong the industrial proletariat and attains the prepondet
ant influence over it. The official party, in the meantime, 
continues to concentrate all its forces on the "Red Armies" 
nnd in the peasant regions. The moment arrives when' the 
peasant troops occupy the industrial centers and are brought 
face tQ face with the workers. In such a situation, in what 
manner will the Chinese Stalinists act? 

I t is not difficult to foresee that they will counterpose 
the peasant army in a hostile manner to the "counter
revolution'ary Trotskyists." In other words, they will incite 
the armed peasants against the advanced workers. This is 
what the Russian S.R.'s and the Mensheviks did in 19l'7; 
having lost the ~orkers, they fought might and i'nain for 
support am~ng the soldiery, inciting the· barracks against 
the factory, the armed peasant against the worker' Bolsh
evik. Kerensky, Tseretelli and Dan, if they did not label 
the Bolsheviks outright as counter-revolutionists, called 
them either "unconscious aids" Qr "involuntary agents" of 
counter-revolution. The Stalinists are less choice in their 
<Jpplication of political terminology. But the tendency is 
the same, malicious incitement of the peasant-and· gen.;.. 
erally petty-bourgeois elements against thevariguard of 
the working class. 

Centrisln Seeks Support from the Right 
Bureaucratic centrism, as centrism, cannot have an in

dependent class support. But in' its struggle against the 

13olshevik-Leninists it is compelled to ~cek support from 
the Right, i.e., from the peasantry and the pctty bour
geoisie, counterposing them to the proletariat. The struggle 
bttween the two Communist factions, the Stalinists and the 
Bolshevik;Leninists thus bears in itself an inner tendency 
t~ward transformation into a class struggle. The. revolu
tlOnary development of events in China may draw this 
tendency to its conclusion, i.e., to a civil war between th(~ 
peasant ~lrmy lcd by the Stalinists and the proletarian 
vanguard led by the Leninists. 

\Vere slich a tragic conflict to arise, owing entirely to 
the Chinese Stalinists, it would signify that the Left Op
position and the Stalinists ceased to be Communistfrac. 
tions and had become hostile political parties, each having 
a different class base. -

However, is stich. a perspective inevitable? No, I do not 
think so at all. \Vithin the Stalinist faction· (the official 
Chinese Communist Party) there are not only peasant, i.e., 
petty bourgeois tcndencies but also proletarian tendencies. 
I t is important in the highest degree for the Left Opposition 
to seek to establish connections with the proletarian wing 
of the Stalinists, by developing for them the A1arxist eva
'llIation of "Red Armies" and the interrelations betwef:'l1 the 
proletariat and the peasantry in general. 

While maintaining its political independence, the pro
letarian vanguard must be invariably ready to assure the 
united action with revolutionary democracy. \Vhile we re
fuse to identify the armed peasant detachment with the 
Red Army as . the armed power of the proletariat and 
while we have no inclination to shut our eyes to the fact 
that the Communist banner hides the petty~bollrgeQis con
tent of the peasant movement---wc, on the other hand, take 
an absolutely dear view of the tremendolls revolutionary· 
democratic significance of the peasant war. \Ve teach the 
workers to appreciate its significance and we are ready to 
do all in our power in order to achieve the necessary mili-
tary alliance with the peasant organ izations. -

Consequently our task consists not only in not permit
ting the political and military command over the proletariat 
on the part of the petty-bourgeois democracy that leans 
upon the armed peasants but also in preparing and assur-

. ing the proletarian leadership of the peasant movement, 
its "Red Armies," in particular. 

The more clearly the Chinese Bolshevik-Leninist:; com

prehend the political environment a~d the tasks that spring 
from it, all the more successfully they will extend their 

bases within th,e proletariat,; and the more persistently 

they carry out the policy of the united front in relation to 

the official party and the peasant movement led by it, 

a1l' the more sl:lrely will they succeed not only in shielding 

the revolution from the frightfully dangerous conflict be

tween the proletariat and the peasantry, and in assuring 

the necessary united action between the two revolutionary 

classes, but also in transforming their united front into the 

historical step toward the dictatorship of the proleariat. 

PRINKIPO, Sepember 26, 1932. 



An Interview with Tito 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following in

terview with Marshal Tito has been 

tr~nslated ~rom the Dec. 30 French 

daily bulletin of Tanjug (New Yugo

slavia Telegraphic ,Agency) and appears 
or the fiI:St time in Fo~u'th lnterna
tional. Its particular interest derives 
from the nature of the questions the 
interviewer addressed to Tito. 

These questions, as the reader will 
observe,' deal pr'incipally with the, prob
lems of tactics and strategy of the 
international. workers' movement and 
the attitude of the Yugoslav leader to 
'them. Tito's answers are at least as 
interestin'g in omission as in dil'ect 
reply. They indicate the centrist posi
tion of the leadership which, having 
broken with the I~remlin, is still grop
ing for a new political platform, still 
removed from consistent revolutionary 
Marxism. 

Tito is on the firmest ground when 
he attacks the bureaucratic methods of 
the Kremlin and its suppression of 
democracy in the relations betwe.en 
Communist Parties and the satellite 
states in the Russian orbit. But beyond 
that his answers become vague and con
fused. His "diplomatic" refusal to com
mit himself on the policies of the 
French Communist Party indicates the 
lach: o'f clarity which still prevails in 
top Yugoslav circles on such questions 
as social patriotism, people's' frontism, 
participation in capitalist governments 
and: in fact, on the main problems of 
proletarian strategy in our time. 

Tito's glaring misconceptions on U},e 
need and role of a' revolutionary inter
national follow inevitably from this 
fai1~re to, grapple' with prog.rammatic 
questions. The real causes for the 
degeneration and fin!lly the dissolution 
of the Communist International elude 
him complet~ly, at least in his answers 
to Dalmas' questions. He can only see 
tl1eir ~ffects-the great evil of Kremlin 
domination and dictatorship. As a re
su~l: h,e falls victim to the equally per
niclOu~ soci,al democrat,ic idea' of tb~ 
character of' the ;workers' international. 
Tito's desc~iption of the function of the 
internartior1al as a clearing house for an 
exchange of information and advice is 
bQrf~wed ,entirely from the discredited 
practises' of the now defunct Second 
International. They are remote fron; 
Lenil1's conception of the international 
as "the general staff of the world revo
lution'." 

'rito's position on. this question is thc 
logical uutcome of his view Ula.t the 

~truggle against war is not the strug
gle against capitalism, but' against the 
"a,ggressor," It is preci~3ely this fun
damental departure from Marxism 
which le'd to the social patriotic crimes 
~n<i bet,rayals of social democr~cy and 
then of Stalinism. Thus the UN be:" 
comes the substitute for the workers' 
intern'ational, maneuvering between the 
great powers the substitute for' the 
class struggle. The wor~ing class is 
deliberately deceived, and thereby dis
armed, into thinking that this centef of 
world counter revolution, this bre~ding 
ground for imperialist war is an in
strument of peace, 

Tito's recognizes that the policies of 
the Kremlin are not the result of "acci
dental" mistakes but "constitute a 
dangerous revisio~ from the science of 
Marxism~Leninism. T his obvi01,l,sly 
marks a big step forward in the think
ing \ of the Yugosla.v CP leaders. But 
his explanation '.of this rev\sionisrl:l 
shows how superficial their uncierstand
ing still is. Although Tito talks about 
fundamentals he does not cope with the 
degenerate character of the privileged 
Soviet 'bureaucracy and its theory of 
"socialism in one Gountry" as the central 
causes and expression of this "revision-

ism." 
What he says about the "Red Army" 

is entirely correct, althougl~ it is only 
a derivative question. As a theory it 
cannot explain the Hitler-Stalin pact 
and ~he Moscow TrialS and perha,ps 
that was one of tJ:1e reasons Tito re
fused to answer thQse questions, The 
Kremlin's whispered promise that the 
S<;>viet Army will "liberate" the work
ers fron} capitalism is an afterthought, 
a cYI)'ical alibi to revolutionists it has 
qeceived and betrayed to ward of~ 

criticism of its treacherous and counter
revolutionary deeds. It does not ex
plain the source of the Kremlin's 
policies; but it is to be hoped that it 
will serve as. the starting point for 
a moro thorough analysis by the Yugo
sla.'v leaders of the proble~1~ of the 
vv·or~crs' m9verncnt of our ~poch. 

,~ :(: 

BE;LGRADE, Dec. 29,---Malf shal 'rito 
replied as follows to questions put to 
him by the French jou1'l1ulist, Louis 
Dalmas: 

FIRST QUESTION: The Yugoslav 
Communhit Party has posed the' prob
lem of equality in relations betweNl 

• • 1 ~ocja1ist countries. Dpes this formu a, all-
plicl;lble to the people's demQCr~ies 

also apply to pl'O'gre.ssivc organizations 
which al'e not in power h~ the "W~stern" 
countries? And c01,lId it not be rounded 
ou:t wit/h the demC}nd for equillity in re
lat,ions between the Comllll,l\llst ,p,arties, 
that is, for their iildepeildence from 

Moscow? 

ANSWJi~R: , Equality in relations. be
twecn socialist countries flows from the 
theoretical' premises ~f the science of 
Marxism-Leninism and consequently re
lates also to Comm1,lnist parties outs~de 
of the socialist countries .and the coun
tri~s of people's demo~racy. 

As for the jndepe_l1~ence qf the Qom,. 
munist parties from Moscow, the ques
tion is posed a.s follows: The Soviet 
Union is a socialist country; it is the l'e
suIt of the great Oct9ber ,Revolution; 
and it is just for tha.t reason that not 
only the Communist parties, but also 
all of the progressive forces in Hle 
world look upon this socialist country 
'with sympathy and respect, This sym
pathy and this respect is therefol~e en
tirely justified. But if they try to trans
form the' sympathy and the unlimited 
confidence which has existed' and still 
e~ists for' the Soviet Union among pro
gressive people in the entire worl(i into 
blind sllbmission through orders from 
Moscow iss~ed by the leaders of the 
Communist 'J;>arty (B~lshevik), of the 
USSR, then inevitably i enormous dam
age is done to th.eprogressive move
ment 'in ,t'he world, and in the last anal
ysis, to the Soviet' Union itself, because 
the ussn inevitably loses prestige in 
the process. 

The case' of the differen~es between 
the CP (B) of the USSR and the Yugo
slav Communist iJarty, which was later 
transfofmed-bli!cause 'it could not be 
otherwise---,into differences between the 
USSR and the Federative People's ne
public of Yugoslavia, that is, differences 
between' states, is. the most eloquent con
firmation of the above assertion, The 
whole world knows, that the persistent 
and ceaseless work of the Yugoslav 
Communist Party is responsible for the 
immehse confidence and sympathy to
war~ thel Sovioi Union that -Was culti
vated among all thp peoples of the new 
Yugoslavia, I can say without exag
gemtion that nq people has been so 
completely devoted to the Soviet Union 
as the peoples of Yugoslavia. But by 
means of their non'-socialist methods 
against our socialist country the SC!viet 
leaders have succeeded in a very short 
time, i)l tr~ll~fol'lnillg this great SYlll-
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pathy nurtured by our peoples into an 
immen,i3e indignation, and in transform
ing the old unlimited confidence into 
distrust. Sooner 01' later, the Soviet 
leaders will have to draw a lesson from 
this. This proves that inequality and de
pendency are harmful to the progressive 
movements in the world. 

SECOND QUESTION: The Y.ugoslav 
Communjst Party! has on m,a·ny occasions 
denounced the domination. of the Comin
form by the CP (B) of the USSR; and 
you yourself, Mr. Marshal, have declared 
that the governments of the people's 
democraCies were strictly controlled by 
St.alht. On the other "hand, it seems that 
the "W,estern" Communist parties are 
also at least bound, if not· fettered by 
Soviet decisions. In your OpilliOl), how 
should or could the French Communist 
Party liberate itself from the Moscow 
yoke? 

ANSWI~n.: The Communist Interna
tional was dissolved in 1943 011 the in
itiative of Stalin himself, and the rea
son was that it had become a brake on 
the development and the activity of the 
Communist parties throughout the 
world; these parties had reached a point 
of matl,lrity which enabled them to lead 
the progressive movements in their coun
tries with the greatest success. As a re
sult the forum, whose decisions would 
have been obligatory for all Communist 
parties, ceased to ~xist. 

The Corninform was cre~lted in 1947 
with the sole aim of coordination and 
consultation between the Communist 
Pflrties, but without the right to adopt 
dcchlions that were obli¥atory, on the 
various parties. The CP (B) of the USSR 
is even les's entitled to this right. It fol
lows that the leaders of the French 
COlumunist Party cannot justify their 
bchavior by any obligation wl1atsoeVel' 
to anyone outside themselves. All tIlc 
successes !lnd lack of s)lc,cess in their 
country depend upon them alone and 
they are responsible for their behavior 
above all to the labor and progressive 
movement of France. 

THIRD QU ESTION: . French militants 
frequently dh;cuss problems of tactics. 
Do you believe that the Yugoslav Com
munist Party has the right to express an 
opinion on the tactics of the progressive 
organizations of other countries 1 . 

ANSWER: I believe the Yugoslav Com
munist Party 'has the right to criticize 
every Communist Party or progressive 
organization just as they have the equal 

right to criticize the Communist Party 
of Yugoslavia. But criticism should be 
constructive, loyal- and not destructive 
and slanderous. It is true that in the 
course of the first session of the Comin
form, our representatives criticized some 
of the leaderships of the Communist 
parties, as for example those of the 
French Communist Party and the Italian 
Communist Party. But the same crit
icism was formulated by the representa
tives of the Soviet Union, that is, they 
agreed with ours. And this criticism was 
well intentioned and constructive, crit
icism among comrades. 

I will add, on this subject, that the 
attack launched against the Communh,t 
Party of Yugoslavia by the Cominform, 
and in the first place by the leaders of 
the CP (B) of the USSR, has' nothing 
in common with constructive criticism. 
Well-jntentioned criticism may be ac
cepted or not, that depends on the real
ism and the usefulness of the critidsm, 
that is, it depends upon whether the 
critic is right or not .. A typical example 
of ill-intentioned c r it i cis m is the 
letters of the CP (B) of the USSR to 
the Yugoslav Communist Party. In its 
reply to the first letter, the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of 
YtIgoslavia requested the leaders of the 
CP (B) of the U$SR to send delegates 
to our country, to cxalTljn~ on the spot 
the accusations made in the letter and 
to ascertain how absurd they were. We 
repeated this request several times later 
on, but in vain; the leaders of the CP 
(B) of the USSR were not interested in 
establishing the material truth first
hand, and in verifying what was true 

. or not in these letters. On the contrary, 
they knew very well wl{at the real statq 
of affairs was in our country, but in 
view of their own non-socialist aims, it 
was 'necessary for them to intimidat.e 
us; alld, not succeeding in this, they had 
to compro~lise us at all costs in the eyes 
of the international labo~ movement. 

FOIJRTH QUESTION: In. the ex
chang'e of letter~ between the CPY and 
the CP (6) of the USSR, llublished in 
Belgradc in 1948, the letter of the CC 
of the CP (8) of the USSI~ dated May 
22, 1948 contains the following passage: 
"When the Information Bureau was 
founded, . the nine Communh:lt Parties 
included agreed to present reports to the 
Bureau and to criticise, other member 
parties if they desired. At the Septem
ber 1947 session the French and Italian 
parties were. severely criticiz~d by the 
Bolsheviks. We kno'w that the French 

a·lld Italian partics at the time did not 
dispute the right of other parties to 
criticize ther errors. We also know that 
the Yugoslav comrades utilized the op
portunity to criticize the errors of their 
French anA 'Italian comrades." What 
were the errors attributed .to th~ French 
communists by the Yugo~lav representa
tiv~s at the Cominform' session of Sep
tember 1947 and in what terms did the 
Yugoslav party criticize the French 
party? 

FIFTH QUESTION: What is the 
opinion of the Yugoslav Communist 
Party on the tactics of the French Co,m
munist Party under the Nazi occupa
tion and during the liberation? Were 
mistakes made? If so, what we·re they? 

SIXTH QUESTION: What is the 

opinion of the CPY on the "minister,al" 

and ".parliamentary" tactics of the 

French CP from 1944 to 19471 

SEVENTH QUESTION: What is the 
Ol)inion of the CPY on the str~ke move
ment in France in November 1947 ~nd 
on the "opposition" tactic pursued by the 
CPF sillCe it left the government? 

ANSWERS: The replies to questions 
4, 5, 6 and 7 are contained in the pre
ceding ;eply. 

EIGHTH QUESTION: Do you .think 
that the work of the progr~ssive or~8;n. 
izatiolls of the entire world, who have 
set themselves the same socialist objec
tives, ought to be coordinated at le21st 
by an exchange of their mutual expe. 
rienccs 1 What forms, ill your opinion, 
should such coordination assume? 

ANSWER; It goes without saying that 
the work of the progressive organiza
tions' of the whole world,. having the 
same ain1s, ought to be coordinated. Such 
coordination must be based on equal 
rights. With a view of strengthening 
these progressive forces an exchange ~f 
experiences becomes necessary, but the 
experiences acquired. in one cOtlntry alld 
under specific circumstances should not 
at all be jmposed upon organizations of 
another country 'where entirely different' 
economic, political, ,u1 1tural, social con
ditions exist. The basis for effective and 
fruitful collaboration consists of full 
equality .of rights. Without respect for 
that eqmility, such an international col
laboration of the democratic forces of 
the world proves to, be impossible. The 
progressive movement of each country 
should have the right to borrow from 
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the experiences of other countries only 
what it deems necessary and useful to 
its own country, whatever strengthens 
it internally instead of weakening it, 
whatever speeds up its development in
stead of impeding it. 

The h£>.althif'st forms of international 
collaboration art': First, the exchange of 
cultural at tuinmpllts; Recond, mutual vis
its and It:'f.inIiLlg" thE' facts ut first-hand; 
third,_ intensive ~truggl(;' ngajn~t l~'ing' 

propaganda and misinformation; foul', 
tenacious struggle to safeguard peace; 
five, reporting the truth about the social
ist countries in the press and in confer
ences to the progressive masses, with
out fear of revealing variouR weaknpssef.l 
and difficulties. 

There exist today international organ
izations sllch as the Int.ernational Union 
of Progressiv(> Youth, th(' International 
Organization of A 11ti-F'asei/.;t 'Von10 11 , 
the World Federation of 'Trade Unions) 
the International Union fo)' Peace. It is 
necessary to fight against these organi
zations becoming the instrument of the 
policy of a power-if this policy is . di
rected against another socialist country 
-even if this power is socialist. In 
short, these organizations should carry 
out the aims for which they were 
created, that is, they should become a 
powerful and effective mea.l1S in the 
struggle for peace. 

NINTH QUESTION: You have fre
quently denounced the slanders and lies 
of the Cominform regarding Yugoslavia, 
and posed the problem of the methods 
utilized by the Soviet leaders. Are these 
methods the deeds of men who have 
"chosen" to act. that way (by pre
meditation, by bad faith, or by mistake), 
or are they the result of a more pro
found. evolution of 'the entire interna
tional Communist apparatus? In other 
words, is the attitude of the Communist 
(Bolshevik) Party of the USSR and of 
the Cominform toward Yugoslavia an 
"isolated accident" due to the decision 
of the leaders (who, in that case, could 
change their minds) or is it a "logical" 
element in the transformation of the 
character of the Communist Intf>rna
tional? 

ANSWER: The non-socialist methods 
and the slmlder campaign conducted by 
the leaders of the CP (B) of the USSR 
and of the other Comm unist parties, far 
from being the result of certain mistakes 
or- of an accidental fact, constitute a 
dangerous revisionist deviation from 
the science of Marxism-Leninism. re-

gardless of the efforts of the leaders of 
the CP (B) of the USSR to harmonize 
this deviation with this scienc~. The 
crHSS(,Rt revisionist deviation cOllshits in 
this: That the leaders of the CP (B) of 
the USSR b'y to impose upon the inter
national workers' movement the point 
of vif.'w which holdR that the decisions 
and evaluations made by the leaders of 
the CP (B) of Uw USSR regarding the 
oOw1' lntl'tim~ are infallible. FUl'thermc)1'e, 
aecording to certain premises put forth 
in the letters of the CP (B) of the USSR 
addressed to the Communist Party of 
Yugoslavia, the revolutionary tra~s
formation would have been 'impossible 
without the aid of Red Army. In other 
words, they deny the capacity of the 
progressive movements of other coun
trieH to acquire a better social organi
zation with theil' own resources; they 
kill thf~ faith of the proletariat in its 
OW)] revolutionary forces, and .they im
PORE' upon it the un-Marxist view that 
only occupation by the Red Army can 
bring ahout a new socialist order. These 
.game leaders, 'and with them the entire 
Cominform declare, as a result of the 
conflict with socialist Yugoslavia, that 
it is impossible to build socialism with
out the aid of the USSR,' although prac
tice has demonstrated completely the 
contrary in our country. 

Today, practice has sufficiently de
monstrated that every occupation, even 
that of the Red Army, bears within it· 
l:'elf obvious elements of all the non
socialist phenomena possible. They lead 
inevitably to national oppression and eco
nomic exploitation, equality disappears 
and unconditional submission is effected 
for the benefit of the occupant~ Even 
more ironically, such an· occupation is 
today dubbed "liberating" and is re
garded as ald. 

TENTH QUE.S'I'ION: The CPY has 
criticized t.he revisionism of tite Comin· 
form. Wherein lies t.he origin, in your 
opinion, of these mistakes and devia· 
tions? Did they only appear at the time 
of the Yugoslav conflict, or before? If 
before, on what occasion and in what 
fashion? 

ANSWER: 1 have already :replied to 
this question in my reply to the 9th 

.question. 

ELEVENITH QUESTION: What is 
the opinion of the Yugoslav CP on the 
Soviet-German 'pact of 19391 

TWELFTH QUESTION: In the light 
of the Rajk an4 K08tov trials, do you 

think that the big trials organized ill 

the USSR in 1936 and 1937 coul~ have 
been "staged" in the same fashioI\? 

ANSWER: I shall not reply to the 
11th and 12th questions. 

THIRTEENTH QUESTION: Do you 
think that the Yugoslav e"periehee will 
arouse echoes hl the other progressive 
organizations sufficient to oblige Moscow 
to change its attitude? In other words, 
do you think that the deviations of the 
Cominform can be remedied from with~ 
in? If so, how1 

ANSWER: The Yugoslav experience 
will inevitably arouse broad divergences 
of views. in the progressiVe movement 
of the en.tire world. The repercussions 
will be all the stronger~s it be.comes 
ic1ear that the New Yugoslavia is ,march
'iug. resolutely and unshakably towards 
socialism.· The ·lylng and slanderous 
propaganda will.lose ground and, as a 
result of the vitality of the new an4 so
cialist Yugoslavia, the champions hf this 
present propaganda of the Cominform, 
which is contrary to culture, will have 
t.o change their tactics and beat a re
treat, because only such a retreat can, 
up to a certain point, make good the 
imistakes committed on their· side· up ·to 
the present. 

FOURTE.ENTH QUESTION: On ·the 
other hand~ do you think,· that the de
viations of the Soviet leadership are 80 

deep-going that it is necessary to pre
pare a new future org·anization of the 
workers' movement 1 If. 80, . in .... what 
sense, and how 1 

ANSWER: No other Communist or
ganizaition should be cre,ated as it would 
,only further impede the activity of the 
various existing parties; besides, since 
the dissolution of the .comintern, such 
an organazation does not exist any 
longer.. In the present conditions, it is 
necessary, first of all, for the Communist. 
parties to mutually help each other, to 
be loyal to one other, to exchange ex
periences, and for fuJI equality to pre
vail among them. Secondly, it is neces
·sary that in each country the Commun
ists and the progressives fight for a bet
tersocial order, for the purity of social
ist morals and for truth, and al~o against 
every deviation and every abuse of· the 
science of Marxism-Leninism on part of 
anybody; it is necessary for them to ap
ply this science to the specific condi
tions of their country and to determine 
on the basis of these conditions, what 

! 
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their road to socialism should be, the 

road which will permit them to realize· 

the new society as swiftly as possible 

and as painlessly as possible. 

FIFTEENTH QUESTION: How do 
yoU answer the argument that every dis
agreement with 'the political line im
posed by Moscow, insofar as it is made 
public, causes a weakening' of the so
cialist bloc? 

ANSWER: 'The struggle agflinst the 
mjstakes being committed by the lead
ers of the CP (B) of the USSR as well 
as by other Cominform leaders and 
agents, does not mean a weakening of 
the international workers' movement, or 
of the progressive movement in general. 
On the contrary, such a strugg'le is nec
esssary. Only the politically blind or the 
ill-int¢ntioried speak of such a weaken
ing. To criticize various mistakes, re
gardless of the party. :responsible for 
them, even· if it is the --CP (B) of the 
USSR, and to resist them, means in the 
last analysis to strengthen the interna
tional progressive movement. It is not 
criticism, but the errors of the leaders 
themselves th.at weaken the internation
al progressive movement. Truth and 
logic. are the most effective weapons of 
the pJ'()g~ressive movenient; to retain this 
weapon is the duty of evel:y Communist 
and every progressive. 

SIXTEENTH QUESTION: What are 
the essential objectives you would ad
vise a French progressive militant to 
fight for toda,y? What should be his at-
titude to the USSR? • 

ANSWER: I would -advise every 
French militant today to fight for the 
truth, for the purity of socialist morals. 
In that way he will surely win the 
gi'eatest number of allies among the 
French people and for the struggle for 
a better and happier life. I would recom
mend to the French militants not to re
frain in any case from using their 
right, in the question of the conflict be
tween the· Communist Party (Bolsh
evik) of the USSR and the Communist 
Party of Yugoslavia, to know what is 
true in the accusations mack against our 
country and what· il:; not. Let everYOIIC 
put the question to himself: What have 
the leaders of the CP (B) of the USSR 
and the. other leaders of the Cominform 
to fear if progressives see first-hand 
with their own eyes whether the accusa
tions againstu8 a1'o· ti;ue 'hr:not? . 

SEVEN'fEENTH QUESTION: Who in 
your 'opinion, are the melt ,>(hu arefhc 

greatest threat to peace in the world to

day, and why? ' 

ANSWER: I shall not answer the 

seventeenth question. 

EIGHTEENTH QUESTION: Do you 
believe that in the present world a policy 
genuinely independent of the Russian 
and American blocs is. possible? If so, 
what would be the principal elemel;ts of 
such a policy, which could become a 
real "third force?" 

ANSWER: The example of the last 
session of the United Nations proves 
that it is not only possible, but also 
very useful for small nations to pursue 
a genuinely ,principled policy in the set
tlement of intel'l1ational questions, that 
they need not worry about the opinion 
of vario\ls big powers who sometimes 
have projects that are not in keeping 
with the maintenance of the peace and 
respect for the independence of small 
peoples. 

NINETEENTH QUESTION:, What 
m 0 v e men t 5, organizations or men 
throughout the world are or can become 
tIle best defenders of peace and social
ism? 

ANSWER: Not individuals, but pro
gressive movements throughout the 
world are capable of fighting success
fully for peace The struggle for 'peace 
means the struggle against attempts at 
aggression. This struggle is most ef
fective inside of countries whose lead
ers intend to engage iPl an aggression. 
If the people oppose such projects of 
their leaders war is impossible, because 
the war-mongers-when the people do 
not want war-cannot hope to be suc-: 
cessful.When a country is threatened 
by .an aggressor the struggle for peace 
is transformed into a struggle against 
the aggressor. At the present it is pos
sible, by means of fa:.I1acious propa
ganda, to temporarily mislead not only 
one's own people but also international 
public opinion. That is why it is neces
sary to employ all one's force8 in order 
to unmask these camouflagoed war
mongers as swiftly as possible. The 
United Nations is a VCI'~r effective factor 
ill this. It i:-i precisely the small states 
that are most menaced by these ag
gressors who seek to n\ask their. dis
honest aims by means of their powerful 
propaganda apparatus. 

TWENTIETH QUES1'ION: Various 

writers have frequently made the point 
that the Re,'olutioll of 1917 bad 80ll14:)-

how "Russified" the international work
ers' movement, which grew out of a 
"Western" tradition: English, German 
and French. Do, you regard it of inter
est for _the future of socialism, bearing 
in mind the Russian experience, to break 
out of this kind of "Slav isolation" and 
to renew the link with the "Western" 
tradition; and if so, how? 

ANSWER: Your last question indi
cates a reply to one of the most obvious 
deviations of the leaders of the CP (B) 
of the USSR, which is a deviation from 
the line of internationalism. The under
estimation of ~he history of other peo
ples and of their achievements, of their 
manifold scientific attainments; the non
Ma;rxist glorification of all pre-revolutio
nary Russian history; the distortion of 
the contemporary history of other peo
ples; the underestimation of the revolu
tionary power and the revolutionary con
sciousness of the internati~}J1al prole
tariat and of its ability to understand 
the science of Marxism-Leninism and to 
apply it correctly in the specific condi
tions of that countrY,-these are some 
of the revisionist deviations which you 
can see for yourself in the daily Soviet 
press, Thll greate·st mistake is that of 
measuring the value of the science of 
Marxism-Leninism through blind obe
dience to the pan-Statist conceptions of 
the leaders of the CP (B) of the USSR 
Their revisionism is of a vulgar scien
tific character. It has nq theoretical 
basis, but is pursued in practice. It is 
supported by daily propaganda in the 
press and on the radio. 

All of the noise made by the Comin-
. form against ¥ug'oslavia, especially that 
coming from the USSH, on the subject 
of alleged dev"iations of our country to
war.d the capitalist camp and towards 
capitalism, is simply camouflage for the 
non-socialist aims and pan-Statist am
bitions of the leaders of the USSR that 
are detrimental to

L 
small people; and in 

the first place, to oUr country. 
• These are things which are not diffi

cult to verify if one wants to learn the 
truth, and that is why we have had to 
cntc)' the struggle, even though we did 
not desire it. 
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